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Abstract
This thesis reports the study of the time dependent oscillation of neutral B mesons using the
OPAL detector at LEP Events with two leptons dilepton events were selected from 
data	 corresponding to about 
 million multihadron events By tting the observed proper
time distributions for unlikesign lepton events and likesign lepton events simultaneously	 the
mass dierence of B
d











 At the same time the lower limit of the mass dierence of B
s






 CL Based on these results obtained from this analysis	 the constraint of the
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The unied electroweak theory	 which was proposed by S Weinberg and A Salam in 
	 can explain the various phenomena of elementary particle physics and no contradictory
experimental observations have been found so far This theory and the Quantum Chromo
Dynamics QCD which describes the interaction between quarks form the socalled Standard
Model This model	 however	 includes a lot of free parameters which can not be decided
theoretically for example	 the gauge coupling constants	 the fermion masses	 the Higgs mass
and the quark mixing angles To complete this theory	 many experiments have tried to measure







mixing is one of the predictions from the Standard Model






mixing was reported by UA experiment in  












  X  This phenomenon has been also reported from
LEP experiments and studied very well But all the studies suered from low statistics and the
precision of these measurements was limited by a statistical uctuation











mixing but also the oscillation of the neutral B mesons can be studied At rst	 ALEPH
collaboration reported the observation of the B
d
meson oscillation using events which contain
D

in one hemisphere and a lepton in the other hemisphere  Next	 ALEPH reported the
neutral B meson oscillations using dilepton events 
 The latter technique is very similar with
the technique used in this analysis For B
d
oscillation measurements	 the OPAL collaboration
already published the results using two techniques one of them is by using a jetcharge technique
for events including D

and a lepton in one hemisphere  and the other is by using events
including D

and a lepton for each hemisphere  like a previous publication of ALEPH
DELPHI also reports the B
d
meson oscillation using D

and a lepton 
In this thesis the study of the neutral B meson oscillations is reported using the data
collected by the OPAL detector in the period of  to 	 corresponding to about 






b decays and to determine the charge of each b quark or

b quark in a B
hadron	 events with two leptons which are called  dilepton events were selected To obtain
information on the proper decay time	 the secondary vertex	 which is a decay point of a particle	
was reconstructed and the Lorentz boost factor was estimated by measuring the energy of the
jet including the lepton track Taking into account the combinations of signs of each lepton
charge	 the proper time distributions for each combination were tted simultaneously to obtain






The composition of this thesis is as follows in chapter 	 the electroweak theory is briey
summarized and the motivation of physics is described by explaining the mechanism of the
neutral B meson oscillation In chapter 	 the LEP machine and the OPAL detector are
reviewed In chapter 	 the event selection criteria	 the secondary vertex reconstruction and
the likelihood method are described in detail and the results of this study are shown In
chapter 
	 the constraint to CabbiboKobayashiMaskawa Matrix elements is calculated and
the possibility of a future extension of this analysis is discussed At last	 in chapter 	 the






In this world	 it is believed that there exist four types of interactions electromagnetic interac
tion	 weak interaction	 strong interaction and gravity The electromagnetic interaction and the
gravity are very familiar in our usual life Particles with same charge repulse each other and
particles with opposite charge pull each other This is a good example for the electromagnetic
interaction As an example of the gravity	 the motion of planets can be beautifully described
On the other hand	 the strong interaction and the weak interaction are not so familiar The
reason why protons and neutrons are conned in nuclei is attributed to the strong interaction
The weak interaction can be observed in the  decay of nuclei
The presentday theory of elementary particle physics claims that the force can be trans
ferred by exchanging an intermediate particle	 which is called Gauge Boson Now	 four kinds




	 are known The electromagnetic interaction is
mediated by 	 which is called photon Photons have no mass	 so the interaction range for the
electromagnetic interaction is innity The strong interaction is mediated by g	 which is called
gluon The carrier of the gravitational force is graviton	 but this boson is not experimentally
observed yet






is a neutral gauge boson and W

are charged gauge bosons These masses are so heavy that the interaction range of the weak
interaction is very short
As objects aected by these interactions there are twelve types of fermions in this world











where u	 d	 s	 c	 b and t are called up	 down	 strange	 charm	 bottom and top respectively	 and
a type of quark is called avor Top quarks are not discovered yet
	
And u	 c	 t quarks
are categorized into uptype quarks and d	 s	 b quarks are categorized into downtype quarks















CDF collaboration reported the evidence of the top quark in  


where e	  and 	 	 which are called electron	 muon and tau respectively	 are categorized into






	 which are called electron neutrino	 muon neutrino and tau
neutrino respectively	 are categorized into neutrinos or neutral leptons And each doublet is
called family both for quarks and leptons
The electroweak theory is a combined theory of the electromagnetic interaction and the
weak interaction Various tests to this theory have been performed and not a single experiment
is reported which claims the failure of this theory The justication of this theory is still being
tested around the world For example	 Z

decays have been investigated at LEP very precisely
   Electroweak Theory
The weak interaction can be formalized by a currentcurrent interaction like the electromagnetic
interaction The coupling between a fermion and a gauge boson is described by Feynman


















































































































is a vector coupling constant and c
f
A





























is a third component of
the weak isospin and Q
f
is a charge of the particle 
W
is the Weinberg angle	 which is one of






for each fermion are
listed in table 
In the neutral current 	 the fermion type is not changed In the charged current 	
on the other hand	 a third component of the weak isospin is changed within a family








 decay	 for example	 a strange quark in K

L
is converted to an up quark in
the nal state 

 In order to explain the phenomenon like that	 it was proposed that the
eigenstates of quarks for the strong interaction were  rotated! resulting in the eigenstates for

















































Figure # Feynman diagrams for a coupling of a gauge boson to fermions a is for a neutral
current Z

















 So far	 only two families
































is well known as a Cabbibo Angle and sin 
c
 
    This means that a
transition of not only s u describing the above mentioned K

L
decay but also c d happens
Based on this formalism	 S L Glashow	 I Illiopoulos and L Maiani predicted the existence of
a charm quark  in  to explain the nonexistence of avor changing neutral current and
in  the heavy mesons including a charm quarks  Jcc	 D

cu and so on  were
discovered
  CabbiboKobayashiMaskawa Matrix
M Kobayashi and T Maskawa expanded this idea to three families  Doublets of quarks




































where the matrix V is known as CabbiboKobayashiMaskawa matrix  CKM matrix  CKM


































are not measured directly because a top quark is not yet discovered But
using unitarity condition	 the parameters can be estimated from known parameters These




























 equals to sin 
c
	 and A    	 which was determined by the measurement of V
cb
in
semileptonic B decay   is related to the imaginary part of the matrix element

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The examples for obtaining each element are briey described below 
jV
ud
j is measured by the precision measurement of nuclear  decays  decays include the
process d ue
e
 Compared with muon decays	 jV
ud
j can be determined 














 s in K





emission By this study	 jV
us
j    On the other hand	 this value can be
estimated also by the study of hyperon decays This suers from a large theoretical uncertainty
due to rst order SU symmetry breaking eects in the axialvector coupling By taking into
account the result from WA 	 the corrected value jV
us
j     is obtained The






j is measured by neutrino and antineutrino production of charm decays By study of














is an average semileptonic branching ratio of charm hadrons The value

































     	 to be   
 Then jV
cd
j     is obtained
jV
cs






 The decay width of this process is




























 is a form factor








are a momentum for D and K mesons respectively
Taking into account the measurements of the decay width of this decay mode  and accurate































   The calculation of the form
factor is performed by several techniques 	  and f
D

 is estimated to be   Then
jV
cs





j is estimated by measuring the energy spectrum of leptons coming from
b c decays and b u decays on S resonance Both CLEO and ARGUS collaborations
have reported the evidence of b u decay 
 These results depend on the theoretical
uncertainty on the spectrum of leptons coming from b decays 	  Taking into account




j     is obtained
jV
cb
j is determined by the direct measurement of the decay width of the semileptonic
decays of b hadrons This decay width is written by $b   c






























 is a phase factor	 which is
about 
 From ARGUS and CLEO experiments 	 jV
cb
j   
 is obtained	 where
	
b






















as will be described in section  So the study of these oscillations is essential to the check of
CKM matrix elements including top quarks
  CP Violation
There exist some discrete transformations in nature which play an important role in particle
physics charge conjugation C	 parity transformation P  and time reversal T  The charge

conjugation is an operation which reverts a sign of a charge of particle A parity transformation





and strong interactions are invariant under these transformations The weak interaction is	
however	 not invariant under each transformation# C	 P  A time reversal is an operation which
reverts an arrow of time	 T   T  Under the CPT transformation	 which performs a charge
conjugation	 a parity transformation and a time reversal at the same time	 any interaction is
invariant This is known as CPT Theorem
In the weak interaction	 symmetry under a charge conjugation and a parity transformation
is broken	 which is illustrated in gure  by considering neutrino antineutrino helicity
states Neutrinos have a lefthanded spin and antineutrinos have a righthanded spin Left
handed means that a momentum and a spin are antiparallel negative helicity On the other
hand	 righthandedmeans that a momentum and a spin are parallel positive helicity A charge
conjugation changes neutrino with a lefthanded spin into antineutrino with a lefthanded spin
And a parity transformation changes neutrino with a lefthanded spin into neutrino with a
righthanded spin These states after transformation are not observed experimentally But	 CP
transformation	 simultaneous C and P transformation	 changes neutrino with a lefthanded
spin into antineutrino with a righthanded spin	 which is observed So	 it was considered that
under CP transformation the symmetry was not broken
Figure # Results on neutrino spin state under C and P operations








 In the framework of the standard model	 CP violation can be explained by
CKM matrix formalism as follows
Two reactions	 ab   cd and cd   ab	 are considered If CP conservation is not broken	
which means that T transformation is not broken due to the CPT theorem	 the scattering
amplitudes of these two reactions should be same













































































P transformation is equal to operating 
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This scattering amplitude M
CP
corresponds to reaction cd  ab And the original scattering























By comparing the formula  and the formula 	 the relation	M
CP
M can be obtained
if all matrix elements are real numbers But if some matrix elements contain an imaginary part	
M
CP
M is obtained	 resulting in the broken CP invariance Nonzero  in the CKM matrix
elements implies the existence of the CP violation
It is very important to give some constraints to CKM matrix elements CKM matrix is an





















It is very interesting to consider this relation geometrically The above relation forms the























    i	 where O

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can be written as a vector 
 	

  and   




 It can be understood
that these vectors form a triangle as is shown in gure  The three angles are named 	
































Figure # The unitarity triangle in the 





 The current uncertainty on the 



























mixings This mixing phenomenon implies that the particle antiparticle translates into its

antiparticle particle before it decays This phenomenon can be explained by the second order














In the analogy to the K

case	 the mass eigenstates jm
	






























The eect of CP violation is neglected Suppose B

is generated at time t   The probability
that B

is observed as B

































































































Similarly	 the probability that B
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The sum of these probabilities is normalized to be unity after the integration over t These
probabilities depend not on only the proper time of B meson but also on a mass dierence of a
neutral B meson	 m If m  	 B

generated at t   is observed as B

necessarily But if
m is not zero	 the oscillation of B meson takes place and B












mixing In other word	 this variable	 m	 is a basic parameter which describes
the magnitude of the neutral B meson oscillation










	 implying quite a rapid oscillation for B
s

When the mixing parameter	 x	 is dened as
x  m	















































are shown as a function of time For each gure	











line is a sum of two probabilities In the case of x  







relatively small	 and it is easy to observe the oscillation of a neutral meson But	 in the case of
the large x	 for example x  	 the frequency of the mixing becomes large	 then it is di%cult
to observe the oscillation if the time resolution at the short proper time region is not so good


































 and $b   
 











































 as a function of time The top gure a is
for x  























When x is very large greater than about 
	  is close to 
	 so this case is called the
 full mixing! which means that the mixing of a neutral B meson occurs as soon as B meson is






mixing corresponds to this case as described above


























production in a hadronization process of b quarks The current
experimental results of 
d
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Table # Summary of the results of  measurements













































is a Fermi coupling constant	 f
B






quark mass and B
q
mass	 respectively  Az
t















Figure # Summary of the results of 
d
measurements
Figure # Summary of the results of  measurements

mass of W boson B
B



































According to the prediction from the Standard Model	 jV
ts
j is much larger than jV
td
j This
means that the mass dierence of B
s







The European laboratory for high energy physics	 CERN Conceil Europ'een pour la Recherche
Nucl'eaire	 was built in a suburbs of Geneva	 Switzerland in 
 and many important results	




bosons by UA experiment	 have been reported
In 	 a circular electronpositron collider was built to investigate the electroweak theory
more precisely This collider is called LEP Large Electron Positron collider with a circum
ference of about  km across the border between Switzerland and France The maximum
beam energy of electrons positrons is designed to be about  GeV corresponding to the
centerofmass energy
p
s   GeV This collider is the largest in the world and is believed
to be  the last circular electronpositron collider! In 	 LEP started to run and the rst
Z

  qq events was observed by the OPAL detector




annihilation due to a photon exchange becomes smaller as a







mass as shown in gure  So far	 LEP energy is on or near the Z

mass
to investigate the Z

boson decays Many Z

bosons are generated everyday and new results
on the Z

decays continue to be published Therefore	 the LEP can be called a machine for  Z
factory!
LEP consists of four accelerators one linear accelerator linac with a gun for electron and
positron beams	 two circular accelerators as a dumping ring and LEP main accelerator The
schematic layout of LEP is shown in gure 
At rst	 electrons are generated at the end point of the highcurrent electron linac and
are accelerated by the electrostatistic eld up to  MeV Positrons are generated by the
electronpositron converter which converts some of these accelerated electrons into positrons
The converter is the tungsten target with a thickness of two radiation lengths X

  mm
Electrons and positrons are focused and accelerated up to  MeV by a lowercurrent linac
Accelerated particles are injected into the electronpositron accumulating ring EPA and stored
in this ring The role of this ring is generating bunches for electrons and positrons with a high
intensity and a constant energy The high intense bunches with  MeV are transferred to the
circular accelerator which is called  Proton Synchrotron PS!
The particles injected from EPA into PS are accelerated up to 
 GeV and subsequently
injected into the second circular accelerator	  Super Proton Synchrotron SPS Particles are
still further accelerated up to  GeV in this ring
Particles accelerated up to  GeV are injected into the main ring of LEP and nally





annihilation as a function of centerofmass energy

Figure # The schematic layout of LEP

accelerated up to about half of Z

mass approximately 
 GeV Bunches are focused by the
collimeters at both sides of each detector and the electron and positron bunches collide at the
center of each detector
In table 	 general parameters of LEP in  are listed 
Circumference C 
 m
Average bending radius   m
No of experimental collision points 
No of bunches per beam k
b
 or 
No of normal bending magnets 
No of quadrupoles 
No of sextupoles 

No of wigglers 
No of electrostatic separators 
No of 
 or cell RF cavity units 




















Injection energy E  GeV
J
x
 	 withoutwith wigglers









Synchrotron radiation lass per turn U

 MeV
Transverse damping time 	
x
 msec
Natural horizontal emittance 
x
 nm













 	 no wigglers
Synchrotron radiation loss per turn U

 MeV




Natural horizontal emittance 
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Table # The parameters of LEP machine in  For an injection energy	 two sets of
parameters are given One is for the bare machine and the other is for one with the  damping
and  polarization wigglers excited
The LEP beam energy is calibrated by the resonant depolarization technique  The LEP
beam is naturally polarized vertically By giving horizontal magnetic elds with one frequency	
LEP beam can be depolarized due to the precession of a spin of electrons This frequency	 	
is related with the beam energy	 E ie	   EMeVMeV The accuracy of the
energy calibration is estimated to be less than  MeV on the Z

pole
LEP has eight straight sections where the electron and positron bunches can be collided

ALEPH	 DELPHI	 L and OPAL detectors are installed at four sections of them and each bunch
is separated not to collide at other sections At present	 four experimental groups continue to
take data from  and a large number of Z

events are collected using each detector
  The OPAL Detector
  Overview of the OPAL detector
The OPAL Omni Purpose Apparatus for LEP detector 	 
 is one of the detectors for
the LEP experiments The concept of the design of the OPAL detector is to collect all the Z

decay events with a high e%ciency To achieve this aim	 the detector is designed to have a good
uniformity and an excellent stability with wellestablished techniques This detector mainly
consists of four parts

 Tracking detector to measure the momentum of a particle

 Calorimeter to measure the energy of a particle

 Muon chamber to detect muons

 Luminosity monitor to get information on the machine luminosity
The tracking detector consists of four subdetectors	 which are the silicon microvertex detector	
the central vertex detector	 the central jet chamber and the zchamber	 and supplies information
on momenta and ionization losses of the charged tracks These tracking detectors are put
in the pressure vessel lled with the common mixed gas to keep the pressure of  bars In
particular	 information on the ionization loss is used for particle identication The silicon
microvertex detector was installed during the shutdown between  and  and the decay
lengths of longlived heavy hadrons can be measured very precisely This contributes to the
studies of heavy avor physics The calorimeter system is divided into two parts one is the
electromagnetic calorimeter and the other is the hadron calorimeter The electromagnetic
calorimeter with the presampler measures energies of particles such as electrons positrons
and photons Measuring energies of these particles is very important to get information on
the multihadronic decays of Z

	 searches for the new particles and so on And the hadron
calorimeter measures energies of hadrons such as pions and kaons	 and serves as the absorber
for muon identication The muon chamber system provides information on the tagging of the
muons produced by Z

decays The luminosity monitor system contributes to the measurement
of an absolute machine luminosity In particular	 the silicontungsten luminosity monitor is
installed during the shutdown between  and  and the measurement of the luminosity
is improved very much This improvement contributes to the precise measurement of the Z

line shape	 and various information on the Z

boson can be obtained with an accuracy of less
than 
Three dimensional schematic view of the OPAL detector is shown in gure  and the
quarter cross sections in the r plane and the rz plane are shown in gure  The tracking
system	 electromagnetic calorimeter system	 hadron calorimeter system and the muon chamber
system are installed in order from the center of the detector toward the outside The luminosity
monitoring system is installed surrounding the beam pipe at both sides of the detector The
solid angle of nearly  is covered for particle detection

Figure # The three dimensional schematic view of the OPAL detector

Figure # The quarter cross section of the OPAL detector in the r plane a and the rz
plane b NB The silicon tungsten luminosity monitor is not drawn in this gure

The solenoidal magnet supplies a uniform magnetic eld of 
 T Inside this coil	 the
tracking system is installed and this coil is surrounded by timeofight counters to get trigger
signals rapidly and to reject cosmic ray backgrounds e%ciently Unfortunately	 most of parti
cles like electrons positrons and photons start to develop the electromagnetic shower before
entering the calorimeter because the coil has a large material of about two radiation lengths
The presampler is installed just in front of the calorimeter to improve the energy and the spatial
resolutions of the incident particles
A sizable heat is emitted from the magnet and the electronics attached to the detector If
the heat can not be removed e%ciently	 the detector system would be damaged due to the high
temperature To remove the heat emitted from the magnet and electronics	 the cooling water
is owed and the temperature of the cooling water is kept about 


 In the rooms in which the
datataking electronics are installed	 cold and dry air is owed and not only the temperature
is kept below about 


but also the humidity is kept low
The whole detector is located underground of about  m to reduce the backgrounds
mainly due to cosmic ray muons At present	 most of the OPAL control systems are situated
at the side of the OPAL detector But the gas mixing systems are on the ground to be safely
controlled and the mixed gas is transferred to the detector
The coordinate system in the OPAL detector is dened as follows The z axis is parallel to
the beam axis and the direction of this axis is the same as that of electron beam The x axis is
dened to be the horizontal direction and the y axis is dened as the vertical direction toward
the top This coordinate system is also shown in gure  The polar angle	 	 is dened as
the angle from the z axis and the azimuth angle	 	 is dened as the angle from the x axis
toward the y axis
In table 	 subdetectors consisting the OPAL detector are summarized The descriptions
for each subdetector	 including the magnet and the beam pipe	 are given below in more detail
   Magnet and Beam Pipe
The magnet installed in the OPAL detector is a cylindrical solenoidal magnet Its mean
diameter is  m and the maximum current is  A This magnet supplies the magnetic
eld of 
 T with an uniformity within 
 in the ducial volume along the beam pipe
Charged particles are bent in the central tracking chamber by this magnetic eld For example	
the bending radius of particles with a momentum of 




The heat is emitted from the magnet due to the resistance of the coil In order to cool the
magnet	 the cooling water ows at a rate of  sec and the temperature of the coil is kept
constant The magnet should be as thin as possible so that the particles could pass through
the coil with less interactions A thickness of the coil is about 
 mm corresponding to about
 radiation lengths  X

 In table 	 parameters on the magnet are summarized
The leakage of the magnet eld from the coil is about  T and this eect to the subde
tectors outside the magnet is negligible
At the start of the experiment	 the beam pipe made of carbon bers with a thickness of
 cm was installed at a radius of  cm During the shutdown between  and 	 this
beam pipe was replaced by the beryllium beam pipe to install the silicon microvertex detector
The radius of the beryllium beam pipe is 

 cm and the thickness is  cm corresponding






Central tracking system Microvertex detector silicon microstrips 


Vertex chamber drift chamber 
Jet chamber drift chamber 
Zchamber drift chamber 
Timeofight Timeofight counter scintillator 
Electromagnetic Barrel calorimeter lead glass calorimeter 
calorimeter Barrel presampler limited streamer tube 

Endcap calorimeter lead glass calorimeter 

Endcap presampler thin	 saturated gain 
wire chamber
Hadron calorimeter Tower Barrel	Endcap limited streamer tubes 
Strip Barrel	Endcap 

Tower Poletip thin	 saturated gain 
wire chamber
Strip Poletip 
Muon detector Barrel drift chamber 
Endcap limited streamer tube 




calorimeter and scintillator 
other components
Silicon tungsten silicon microstrips 
luminosity monitor
Table # The summary of the subdetectors in the OPAL detector
Central eld 
 T
Mean coil diameter  m
Distance between pole faces  m
Solenoid thickness  mm of Al " 
 mm of glassepoxy
  radiation lengths	 including pressure vessel
Maximum current  A
Maximum power 
 MW
Cooling water ow  sec
Pressure drop 
 bar
Barrel iron thickness    m
Coil weight 
 t
Overall magnet weight  t
Table # The parameters of the magnet

Figure 
# The view of the OPAL detector in open position

  Tracking System
OPAL tracking system consists of four subdetectors	 the silicon microvertex detector	 the central
vertex detector	 the central jet chamber and the zchamber These subdetectors except for
the silicon microvertex detector are socalled gas chambers and the same mixed gas is used
The components of the mixed gas are argon 	 methane  and isobutane 
And these gas chambers are located in the pressure vessel under the pressure of  bar The
design of the vertex detector is basically the same as that of the jet chamber The silicon
microvertex detector was installed during shutdown between  and  as described before
Tracking system provides useful information like the momentum and the ionization loss of
charged particles and the decay length of heavy avored hadrons
a
 Silicon Microvertex Detector
The silicon microvertex detector was installed and began taking data in June  in order to
improve the spatial resolution on the measurement of the decay point	 which is called secondary
vertex	 of the longlived particles like bavored hadrons	 	 leptons and some hypothetical new
particles First	 this subdetector was the singlesided silicon detector	 ie	 information only on
the  coordinate was provided In March 	 this subdetector was upgraded The double
sided silicon detector	 which is made by gluing the singlesided silicon detectors backtoback	
was adopted and not only  coordinate but also z coordinate could be measured
This silicon microvertex detector consists of two layers of silicon strip detectors The
schematic view of this detector is shown in gure  and the cross sectional view perpen
dicular to the beam pipe is shown in gure  The inner and the outer layers are located at
the radius of  cm and 
 cm respectively	 and these layers are put on between the beam
pipe and the central vertex chamber The coverage of this subdetector is j cos j   for
the inner layer and j cos j   for the outer layer The inner layer has  ladders and the
outer layer has  ladders The ladder in one layer is not overlapped each other There is a
gap between adjacent ladders Then the  acceptance is  for the inner layer and  for
the outer layer But a gap in the inner layer and a gap in the outer layer do not coincide so
that there is no ine%cient region in  for charged particles Each ladder has many strips to
measure the position of charged particles The implant strip pitch is 
 m and the readout
strip pitch is 
 m along the  direction The strips for z coordinate measurement are drawn
perpendicular to the beam axis and implant strip pitch is 
 m and the readout strip pitch is
 m for these strips
One ladder is  mm long and  mm wide and the readout chips are attached at one end
of the ladder as shown in gure  Each ladder is divided into three silicon strip detectors
along the z direction In table 	 the properties of a ladder for the silicon microvertex detector
are summarized
The single hit resolution was tested by using 
 GeV pion beam The intrinsic single hit
resolution is 
 m for the  direction and  m for the z direction at a normal incidence to
the plane The resolution for the z direction depends on the incident angle The measured
resolution is 
 m at 

and  m at 






the radial direction and 
z

for the z direction	 were investigated by the  data For normal
incident angle tracks 
d





 m were obtained
In table 
	 the properties of the silicon microvertex detector are summarized
b
 Central Vertex Detector
The central vertex detector is a high precision drift chamber which is located outside the

Figure # The schematic view of the silicon microvertex detector
Figure # The view of cross section for the silicon microvertex detector

Figure # The schematic view of the ladder for the silicon microvertex detector
 side z side
Silicon thickness 
 m
Implant strip pitch 
 m
Readout strip pitch 
 m  m
Intrinsic resolution 
 m  m
Number of readout channels  

Signal to noise ratio peak  
Table # The summary of a ladder for the silicon microvertex detector
Number of ladderslayer  inner	  outer
Eective radius of layer  mm inner	 
 mm outer
Maximum j cos j acceptance  inner	  outer
 acceptance  inner	  outer
Average material radiation length 
 at normal incidence
Strip biasing method FoxFET gated reachthrough channel
 coordinate detection backtoback  and z singlesided detectors
z readout scheme gold printed circuit on  m thick glass
Number of active channels 

Readout chip	 noise	 power MX	 
e"
epF	  mWchannel
Radiation hardness about 
 Gy MX chip
Cooling method water cooling
Number of good channels 
Table 
# The summary for the properties of the silicon microvertex detector

silicon microvertex detector This detector is  m long and 
 cm radius and consists of
two layers with  sectors The inner and outer layers are separated by the foil at a radius
of 
 cm The angular coverage is 

   


corresponding to  of the whole solid
angle for the inner plus outer layers and 

   

corresponding to 
 of the whole
solid angle for the inner layer only This subdetector works under the pressure at  bar within
the pressure vessel The mixed gas used consists of argon	 methane and isobutane as described
before The schematic view of this subdetector is shown in gure  and the cross section of
this subdetector is shown in gure 
Figure # The schematic view of the central vertex detector
The wire planes in the cells in the inner layer are parallel to the beam axis ie	 axial wires
On the other hand	 the wire planes in the cells in the outer layer are declined by about 

with respect to the beam axis ie	 stereo wires A wire plane is formed by  anode wires at
the radius from  cm to  cm for the inner layer and  anode wires at the radius from
 cm to  cm for the outer layer The anode wires are the gold plated WRh wires whose
diameter is  m The wire spacing is 
 mm for the inner layer and 
 mm for the outer
layer	 and a potential wire	 which is the gold plated CuBe wire of  m in diameter	 is strung
between the anode wires The cathode wire planes consist of the CuBe wires whose diameter
is 
 m and those wires are strung at  mm interval To adjust the electrostatic eld in the
cell	 the eld shaping rings are located at the edge of the cells By these rings	 the constant
electrostatic eld for all cells is formed
This constant electrostatic eld provides the constant drift velocity of electrons that are
generated by the ionization loss when a charged particle passes through the vertex detector
By measuring this drift time precisely	 the position in r plane can be measured The spatial
resolution in r plane is about 

 m
The z coordinate is measured by using information on the time dierence between both
ends of an anode wire The spatial resolution in the z direction is  cm for a single anode wire
By combining information on the z coordinate obtained from inner layer axial wire cells and
the outer layer stereo wire cells	 the spatial resolution in the z direction is further improved
to be  m

Figure # The cross section of the central vertex detector

Multiple hits on a wire can be recorded On each wire the hit nearest to the wire is recorded
as the  rst hit! and all others as  second hits!
In table 	 the properties of the central vertex detector are summarized
Wire organization  sectors axial   wiressector
 sectors stereo 

   wiressector
Wire spacing 
 mm for the inner layer

 mm for the outer layer
Wire stagger  m
maximum drift distance  cm
Maximum drift time 
 sec
Gas argon 	 methane 	 isobutane 




   


for axial " stereo wires


   

for axial wires
Coordinate determination drift time in the  direction
T and stereo wires in the z direction
Spatial resolution 

 m in the  direction
 cm T 	  m stereo in the z direction
Double hit resolution  mm
Trigger zr all axial wires
Table # The summary for the properties of the vertex detector
c
 Central Jet Chamber
The central jet chamber is a large volume tracking chamber and one of the main components
of the OPAL detector This detector is cylindrical and  m long The inner and outer walls of
the jet chamber are at the radii of 
 m and 
 m respectively The jet chamber is divided
into  sectors each with the anode wire plane consisting of 
 sense wires anode wires The
spacing between anode wires is  cm The cathode plane is formed by cathode wires at the
border between two sectors The cross sections of the central jet chamber in r plane and rz
plane are shown in gure 
In gure 	 the cross section of the sector is shown These anode wires are strung between
radii of 

 cm and 
 cm and alternating at the right and left side of the anode wire plane
to avoid the ambiguity whether particles pass through at the right or left side on the anode
plane This gap between the anode plane and an anode wire is  m The angular coverage is


   

corresponding to  of the solid angle of  for 
 wires and is 

   

corresponding to  of the solid angle of  for the innermost  wires
The position of the track is known by measuring the drift time precisely for the r plane
and by the charge division technique for the z coordinate The drift length is  cm at the most
inner wire and 
 cm at the most outer wire The spatial resolution in the r plane is 
 m
at the mean drift length of  cm In the charge division technique	 the charge collected from one
anode wire is divided into two and each charge is measured at each end of the wire Depending
on the position where the charge is collected on the anode wire	 the amount of charge varies at
each end point By using this dierence between the charges at both ends	 the z coordinate is
measured and the spatial resolution for the z direction is  cm

Figure # The cross sections of the central jet chamber in r plane left and rz plane
right The numbers indicate the conical endplate 	 the shell of aluminum panels 	
barrel  and endcap  eld shaping electrodes	 the inner eld shaping 
	 the anode wire
suspension 	 and the zchambers
Figure # The cross section of one half sector of the jet chamber The numbers indicate the
barrel  and endcap  eld shaping electrodes

The ionization loss	 called dEdx	 for each track is measured by the total charge collected
from both ends of the wire This information on the ionization loss is used to identify particles
In gure 	 the observed ionization losses are shown as a function of the momentum of the
track in multihadronic events and dimuon events The error of the measured ionization loss	

dEdx
dEdx	 is  for the tracks with 
 hit points in dimuon events
Figure # The ionization losses measured by the jet chamber using multihadronic events and
dimuon events
Since this jet chamber is located inside the magnet which supplies the magnetic eld of

 T as described in 	 charged particles are bent by this magnetic eld in the jet
chamber By measuring the curvature of the track	 the momentum of charged particle can
be measured The measured distribution of p of the tracks for dimuon events is shown in















The mixed gas used in this jet chamber consists of argon 	 methane  and
isobutane  like the vertex detector Since the oxygen has a large electron attachment
coe%cient	 the oxygen is extracted as much as possible and the level of the oxygen is reduced
down to a few ppm But a little water vapor is intentionally contained in the mixed gas to
extend the lifetime of this chamber The level of the water vapor is 





Figure # The p distribution of the tracks for dimuon events
The calibrations on the drift time and the charge division are performed by illuminating
the NbYag laser light whose wavelength is  nm and pulse duration is  nsec at the xed
position Due to the illumination of the laser	 the molecules in the chamber are excited and
electrons are emitted from the molecules Since the position where the molecules are excited is
known precisely	 the calibration on the drift time and the z position can be performed
In table 	 the properties on the jet chamber are summarized
d
 ZChamber
Zchamber is located outside the central jet chamber in order to measure the z coordinates
of tracks precisely and to improve the invariant mass resolution This subdetector consists of
the  drift chambers	 each of which is  m long	 
 cm wide and 
 cm thick The schematic
views of zchamber in both the z and r plane are shown in gure 

Each chamber is divided into  cells along the z direction each cell is a square with a side
of 
 cm There are gaps between chambers and this subdetector covers  of the azimuth
angle The coverage in the z direction is 

   

corresponding to j cos j   The
cross section along the z direction of the zchamber cell is shown in gure 
Six sense wires are strung at the center of each cell perpendicular to the beam axis as
illustrated in gure  The maximum drift length is about 
 cm which corresponds to the
drift time of 
 sec These wires are strung at alternating right and left side of the center of the
anode plane to avoid the leftright ambiguity of the track as in the jet chamber This stagger	
which is a gap between each anode wire and the center of the anode plane	 is 
 m And
the spacing between each anode wire is  cm
The z coordinate of a track is obtained by measuring the drift time precisely The spatial
resolution in the z direction is 
 m	 which depends on drift length On the other hand	
the position measurement in the r plane is performed by using the charge division technique

Figure 
# The schematic view of the zchamber in z plane top and in r plane bottom
For the top gure	 the numbers indicate the Lexan box 	 electrode spacer combs 	 anode
module 	 drift eld electrodes 	 electrode HT connections 
	 HT distribution board 	
HT bridging board across anode module 	 resistors of HT divider chain 	 HT cables for
drift eld 	 gas exhaust 	 Lexan cover 	 pressure relief valve  and anode wire signal
connector  And for the bottom gure	 HT bridging board 	 HT distribution board 	
Lexan cover 	 structural rib 	 Lexan box 
	 anode wires 	 drift eld electrode  and
structural member of jet chamber  All dimensions are in mm

Wire organization  sectors axial  
 wiressector
Wire spacing  cm
Wire stagger  m
maximum drift distance 
 cm
Maximum drift time 
 sec











   

for at least  wires
Coordinate determination drift time in the  direction
charge division in the z direction
Spatial resolution 
 m in the  direction
 cm in the z direction
Double hit resolution 
 mm
Energy loss	 dEdx  
 samples
Trigger zr  groups of  wires per sector
Table # The summary of characters for the jet chamber
Figure # The cross section along the z direction of the zchamber The numbers indicate
cathode 	 drift eld electrodes 	 grid wires 	 guard wires 	 anode wires  the stagger
has been exaggerated for graphic purposes 
	 inner electrode for wire  and  gain control 	
Lexan box and cover 	 G  glassepoxy composite  anode module 	 HT distribution
board  and space for the HT resistor chain	 HT bridging board and anode module cabling
Al dimensions are in mm

like a z coordinate measurement in the jet chamber This spatial resolution is 
 mm
The mixed gas which is used in the zchamber is the same as the other inner gas chambers
the components of the mixed gas are argon 	 methane  and isobutane 
In table 	 the properties on the jet chamber are summarized
Wire organization  chambers   cellschamber   wirescell
Wire spacing  cm
Wire stagger 
 m
maximum drift distance 
 cm
Maximum drift time 
 sec






   

  in  
Coordinate determination charge division in the  direction
drift time in the z direction
Spatial resolution 
 mm in the  direction
  
 m in the z direction
Double hit resolution 
 mm
Table # The summary of characters for the zchamber
  Time of Flight System
Time of ight counters are located at the mean radius of  m surrounding the magnet The
aim of this subdetector is to identify particles with low momentum   
 GeVc	 to provide
the fast trigger information and to reject the backgrounds due to cosmic rays
Time of ight counter consists of the  scintillation counters	 NE  Each scintilla
tion counter is  m long and  cm thick and its cross section is a trapezoid with sides of
 cm and  cm Each scintillation counter is covered with aluminized mylar and further
more wrapped by the black PVC sheet By this wrapping	 each scintillation counter is optically
independent each other These scintillation counters are set parallel to the beam axis This
subdetector covers the region of j cos j   But there are gaps between adjacent counters
in the  direction and the maximum gap width is  mm
The scintillation light is emitted when a charged particle passes through this subdetector
The emitted light is collected by the photomultiplier  which is located at both ends of each
counter via the  cm light guide with a cross section of a circle These parts are glued to other
parts
The calibration of these counters is performed by illuminating the nitrogen laser which
makes a pulse similar to the real signal
The timing resolution of this subdetector is  psec at the center of the counter and

 psec at the edge of the counter The spatial resolution in the z direction is 

 cm By
using information on the z coordinate obtained from other subdetector	 the timing resolution
at the edge of the counter is improved to be  psec although the timing resolution at the
center of the counter is not improved

  Electromagnetic Calorimeter System
This system provides information on the energy of electrons positrons and photons and covers
the solid angle of nearly  This system is divided into two parts the barrel region with
j cos j 	 and the endcap region with j cos j  At the region of j cos j  	 the
electromagnetic barrel calorimeter and the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter are superposed
to avoid the leakage of the electromagnetic shower behind this system There is an important
dierence between two systems The calorimeter system in the barrel region is located outside
the magnet and the calorimeter system in the endcap region is in the magnetic eld In order
to be operated in the magnetic eld	 the system in the endcap region is designed so as not to
be aected by the high magnetic eld
In gure 	 the radiation lengths in front of and inside the electromagnetic calorimeters
are shown as a function of cos  The radiation length in front of the calorimeter is long in the
region   j cos j  This is due to the wall of the pressure vessel which keeps the
pressure high in the central tracking detector
Figure # The radiation length in front of and inside the electromagnetic calorimeters as a
function of cos 
The electromagnetic calorimeter is a main part to measure the energy of electrons positrons
and photons with an excellent accuracy Due to the existence of the magnet and the pressure
vessel in front of this system	 particles have to pass through the large materials  X

 and
most of them initiate the electromagnetic shower in the magnet or the pressure vessel As a
result	 the spatial resolution measured by the electromagnetic calorimeter alone becomes bad

To improve the spatial resolution	 the presampler is installed in front of the electromagnetic
calorimeter
a
 Electromagnetic Barrel Presampler
Electromagnetic barrel presampler 	  is located at the mean radius of  m and
installed between the time of ight counter and the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter to im
prove the spatial resolution and the energy resolution In particular	 since the electromagnetic
shower is initiated in the coil due to its large material	 the contribution to the spatial resolution
by this subdetector is very important
This subdetector consists of  chambers with two layers The chambers are  m long
and  cm thick and this subdetector covers the region of j cos j   These chambers
consist of four PVC extrusions having  cells which are the limited streamer tubes and the
cross section of each cell is the square of the side of  cm The wall thickness to separate cells
is  mm The anode wire	 which is a stainless steel with a diameter of 
 m	 is strung at the
center of each cell parallel to the beam axis and the cathode strips are on the inner and outer




with respect to the anode wires Although there are gaps between adjacent cells	 there is
no ine%cient region by shifting cells in each layer by a half size of the cell The schematic view
of the barrel presampler is shown in gure 
These chambers work in a limited streamer mode as described above The high voltage at
the cathode plane is  kV and the anode wires are grounded The wall between cells have a




 This mixed gas is produced by bubbling CO


in the tank lled with npentane
The measurement of the z coordinate is performed by the charge division technique like
the jet chamber The spatial resolution in the z direction behind the material of about 
radiation lengths is about  cm in the case of a single charged particle By taking into account
information on the position obtained from the cathode strips	 this spatial resolution is improved
And	 since the energy of the particles deposited in the material in front of the barrel presampler
linearly depends on the multiplicity of the hits observed by the barrel presampler	 information
obtained from this subdetector can be also used to improve of the energy resolution
The properties of the barrel presampler are summarized in table 
Angular coverage	 j cos j  
Active detector Limited streamer tubes
Number of anode cathode layers  
Wire diameter and type 
 m stainless steel
Wire spacing  mm
Cathode strip pitch  mm
Typical high voltage  kV




Number of readout channels 

Intrinsic spatial resolution for mip  mm
Table # The summary of the properties for the electromagnetic barrel presampler
b
 Electromagnetic Barrel Calorimeter

Figure # The schematic view of the barrel presampler

The electromagnetic barrel calorimeter is one of the main components of the the OPAL
detector This subdetector is located at the radius of 

 m and about  m long in the z
direction The angular coverage of the subdetector is j cos j  
This subdetector consists of  lead glass counters	 each of which has a cross section of
 cm cm and  cm depth To avoid the leakage of the energy of electrons positrons
and photons behind the counters	 the newly developed dense lead glass counters with a high
refraction index	 SF
 
	 are used The radiation length of the counter is 
 cm and  cm
depth corresponds to  radiation lengths X


These lead glass counters are supported by the stainless ange to the support ring which is
divided into two half rings with ve sectors in the z direction A total of 
 lead glass counters
are arranged in the z direction and  lead glass counters are arranged in the  direction The
block layout is shown in gure  for rz plane and for r plane To keep the electromagnetic
energy in as a small number of counters as possible	 each counter is pointed to the interaction
region In order to reduce the leak energy through the gap between adjacent counters	 each
counter is tilted in order not to point perfectly to the interaction point The counters point to








to the  direction
Figure # The block layout of the electromagnetic calorimeter in rz plane a and in r
plane b
Each counter consists of the lead glass block	 the light guide to transfer the
)
Cerenkov light
emitted in the lead glass block and the photomultiplier 
 which detects the light and convert
it to the electric signal These parts are connected by the optical glue 
 The assembly of
the lead glass counter with a light guide and the photomultiplier is shown in gure 
The
)
Cerenkov light is emitted in the lead glass blocks due to the electromagnetic shower
caused by the incident particles like electrons positrons and photons To collect this
)
Cerenkov
light e%ciently	 all surfaces of each lead glass block are su%ciently polished and each block is
covered with aluminized mylar Still more	 each block is covered with the black sheet which is
not transparent for the light
The light guide is installed to reduce of the eect on the stray magnetic eld and made of

Figure # The assembly of the lead glass counter with a light guide and a photomultiplier
the same material with the lead glass block This light guide is  or  cm long and its cross
section is a circle with a radius of  inches
The photomultiplier	 whose diameter is  inches	 is specially developed for this experiment
Although the stray magnetic eld is  gauss	 which is very small	 each photomultiplier is
shielded by a tube of the Permaloy metal 
 The standard gain of this device is 

at the normal condition high voltage  kV
The relative calibration of these counter gains is performed by illuminating the xenon ash
light The spectrum of the light emitted from the xenon ash lamp is almost the same as the
spectrum of the
)
Cerenkov light The light emitted from the xenon is transferred by the optical
ber and the lead glass block is illuminated from the bottom toward the top of the block to
avoid the direct illumination onto the photomultiplier cathode The diuser which is a white
painted board is installed at the top of the block By reecting and diusing the light at the
diuser	 the realistic situation is simulated when the particles deposit its energy in the block
The energy resolution is 
E
E   " 
p
E   E in GeV  without the material in
front of the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter In the case of the existence of the material of
X

in front	 the energy resolution becomes worse by a factor  compared with the case
of no material in front And the intrinsic spatial resolution of this subdetector is about  mm
at  GeV
In table 	 the properties of the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter are summarized
c
 Electromagnetic Endcap Presampler
The electromagnetic endcap presampler 
 is installed between the pressure vessel and the
endcap electromagnetic calorimeter at z    m The angular coverage is   j cos j 

 and the azimuthal angle is fully covered In gure 	 the three dimensional view of the
endcap presampler is shown with the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter which is described
later
As shown in gure 	 this subdetector is of the umbrella shaped structure as a whole
and contains  sectors which consist of the large chambers and small chambers The cross
section of these chambers is a trapezoid The large chambers are inclined by 

with respect
to r plane and the small chambers are perpendicular to the beam axis Since these sectors








Typical block dimensions      cm

Depth for photons from origin X

Number of blocks 
)
Cerenkov light detector Field tolerant phototube
Typical magnetic eld at detector  T
Detector gain 

Detector high voltage  kV
Channel equivalent noise  MeV
Intrinsic energy resolution 
E
E   " 
p
E 
Intrinsic spatial resolution at  GeV  mm
Trigger E  GeV  bins  
 bins
Table # The summary of properties for the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter
Figure # The three dimensional view of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter system in
cluding the endcap presampler and the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter a is the schematic
view of this system and b is the cross section in the rz plane


are superposed on each other	 there are no gaps between adjacent cells	 in other word	 there
are no ine%cient region in the  direction







 which is not the same as the gas which is used in the electromagnetic barrel
presampler described before
The properties of the electromagnetic endcap presampler are summarized in table 
Angular coverage	 j cos j   

Active detector Thin high gain MWPCs
Number of anode cathode layers  
Wire diameter and type 

 m gold plated tungsten
Wire spacing  mm
Cathode strip pitch  mm









Number of readout channels 
Intrinsic spatial resolution for mip    mm
Table # The summary of properties for the electromagnetic endcap presampler
d
 Electromagnetic Endcap Calorimeter
The electromagnetic endcap calorimeter 

	 
 is installed between the endcap electromag
netic presampler and the hadron pole tip calorimeter at both sides of the OPAL detector The
three dimensional view is shown in gure  with the electromagnetic endcap presampler
The angular coverage of this subdetector is full azimuth angle and   j cos j   in the
 direction
This subdetector at each side consists of the  lead glass counters These counters
consist of the lead glass block to generate the
)
Cerenkov light due to the electromagnetic shower
by electrons positrons and photons	 and the optical device to detect the light Unlike the
electromagnetic barrel calorimeter	 the lead glass block and the optical device are connected
directly by the optical glue	 which is an epoxy resin Due to the spatial constraint of the
installation region	 three types of the blocks	 whose radiation lengths are 	  and 
 mm
respectively	 are produced and the average radiation length is about X

 The blocks of these
counters are mounted parallel to the beam axis The assembly of one of these counters is shown
in gure 
The lead glass block used in this subdetector is CEREN
 
	 whose radiation length
is 
 cm Each surface of the block is optically polished and each block is wrapped with
aluminum foil to collect the
)
Cerenkov light with a good e%ciency Still more	 the block is
covered with a brass can with a wall thickness of 
 mm As a result	 the counter is optically
independent to each other
The dierent point compared with the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter is that the elec
tromagnetic endcap calorimeter is installed in the magnetic eld of 
 T Thus the photo
multiplier as used in the barrel calorimeter can not be used For this subdetector the vacuum
photo triode VPT 
	 which is a single stage multiplier	 is adopted so as to work in the
magnetic eld of  T The typical gain is about  at the high voltage of  kV with a
low noise

Figure # The assembly of the lead glass counter with a vacuum photo triode
This subdetector has two calibration systems One of them is by the scintillation light and
the other is by the LED light For the former	 the light pulse is generated by illuminating the
nitrogen pulse laser to the liquid scintillator The generated light is transferred by the optical
ber to the end of the block By illuminating the light to the blocks and measuring the signal	
the calibration constants can be obtained For the latter	 the LED which is installed at the end
of the block emits a green light to the block and the gain of each block is calibrated





E  at low
energy
In table 	 the properties of the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter are summarized






Block geometry Coaxial with beam line
Typical block dimensions   
 cm

Depth for photons from origin  X

Number of blocks 
)
Cerenkov light detector Vacuum photo triode
Typical magnetic eld at detector 
 T
Detector gain 
Detector high voltage  kV
Channel equivalent noise  MeV





E  at low energy
Intrinsic spatial resolution at  GeV  mm
Trigger E  GeV  bins   bins
Table # The summary of properties for the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter
In table 	 the properties on the electromagnetic calorimeter system	 the electromagnetic
calorimeter and the electromagnetic presamplers for the barrel and endcap region	 are shown

Barrel Endcap












to back of lead glass  
Spatial resolution for EM shower 
 mm   
 mm




Table # The summary of properties for the electromagnetic calorimeter system combined
the calorimeter and the presampler for the barrel and the endcap region
  Hadron Calorimeter System
Hadron calorimeter system is installed between the electromagnetic calorimeter system and the
muon chamber system This hadron calorimeter system	 in general	 consists of many layers of
absorbers and gas chambers The aim of this system is not only to measure the energy of the
hadrons like pions and kaons but also to help the muon identication as an absorber
This system is divided into three parts	 the hadron barrel calorimeter in the barrel re
gion	 the hadron endcap calorimeter and the hadron pole tip calorimeter in the endcap region
The components of the hadron barrel calorimeter and the hadron endcap calorimeter are very
similar
In front of this system	 the electromagnetic calorimeter system with a large material is in
stalled as described before So	 the hadron energy which is measured by this hadron calorimeter
system has to be corrected by using information obtained from the electromagnetic calorimeter
system
a
 Barrel and Endcap Hadron Calorimeters
The barrel hadron calorimeter is located between the radii from  m to  m The endcap
hadron calorimeter is installed at both sides of the OPAL detector at the radii from  m to
 m The positions where these subdetectors are installed are shown in gure  and 
The barrel hadron calorimeter covers the region of j cos j   and the endcap calorimeter
covers the region of   j cos j  
The hadron barrel calorimeter and the hadron endcap calorimeter are very similar In gen
eral	 these calorimeters consist of several slabs and wire chambers between them In gure 	
the layouts of these hadron calorimeters are shown
The hadron barrel calorimeter has eight layers of slabs and nine layers of active detectors
alternatively Each slab	 which is made of iron	 is about  m long and  m thick corresponding
to  interaction lengths 

 On the other hand	 the hadron endcap calorimeter has seven
layers of slabs and eight layers of active detectors alternatively Due to large material of these
slabs	 most of hadrons generate the hadronic shower and deposit their energy in the slabs in
the hadron calorimeter
Particles in the hadronic shower are detected by the active detectors between layers of iron
slab These active detectors are the limited streamer tubes For the hadron barrel calorimeter	
this streamer tube is  m long and its cross section is  mm   mm The anode wire	 whose
diameter is  m	 is strung in each cell parallel to the beam axis and the spacing between
anode wires is  mm For the hadron endcap calorimeter	 the layers of limited streamer tubes
form a circle with a hole at the center and are superposed in the z direction The diameter of

Figure # The layouts of the barrel barrel calorimeter and the endcap calorimeter The
gure at the left side is for the hadron barrel calorimeter and the gure at the right side is for
the hadron endcap calorimeter For the hadron barrel calorimeter the top gure is for the rz
view and the bottom gure is for the cross section of one module in r plane
the wire and the wire spacing are the same as those in the barrel part But the wires in the
hadron endcap calorimeter are strung horizontally At both upper and lower sides of the active
detector	 pads are installed The outer pads are divided	 typically 
 mm
 mm by the
cell wall Some of pads at the outer sides of the streamer tubes are grouped These groups are
called  tower! This hadron calorimeter system is divided into  bins in the  direction 


each and  bins in the  direction The pads at the other side have no cell wall But	 pads
have the gas envelope with  mm wide aluminum strip for full length of the cell The strips are
put on the center of the wire
The mixed gas used in these tubes has a composition of isobutane 
 and argon 
	
which is mixed at the ground and transferred to this subdetector in the underground
The energy resolution of these subdetectors was investigated by the beam test The obtained
energy resolution is 
p
E for both subdetectors
In table 	 the properties of the hadron barrel calorimeter and the hadron endcap
calorimeter are summarized
b
 Hadron Pole Tip Calorimeters
The hadron pole tip calorimeter is located behind the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter
at both endcap regions The angular coverage of this subdetector is   j cos j   One
module has  layers of iron slabs and  active chambers between each slab In gure 	
the layout of the hadron pole tip calorimeter is shown And the cross section of a cell of this
subdetector is shown in gure 

The active chambers in this subdetector are the thin high gain multiwire chambers The
wires whose diameter is 
 m are spread along the radial direction and the wire spacing is
 mm The used mixed gas consists of 





 The applied the high
voltage is 
 kV and these chambers are operating in a high gain mode Each chamber has

Barrel Endcap
Angular coverage	j cos j     
Active detector Limited streamer tubes	 cells
 mm   mm every  mm
   m long








Wire spacing  mm
Wire diameter  m
Readout tower pulse height
strips digital
Absorber between layers  mm iron
Gap in iron 
 mm 
 mm
Dimensions radius    m    m
length  m  m



















Trigger  analogue signals from
groups of  towers




Figure # The layout of the hadron pole tip calorimeter
Figure 
# The cross section of a cell of the hadron pole tip calorimeter






 The two sizes
of the chamber are adopted	 one is  m


with  pads and  strips and the other is  m


with  pads and  strips
The energy resolution was investigated using 
 GeV hadron beams at CERN The ob
tained energy resolution is 
p
E	 where E is in GeV	 in the case of no material in front of
this subdetector for E 
 GeV For higher energy region 	 the energy resolution is 
p
E
due to the leakage of particles from the back of this subdetector
In table 
	 the properties of the hadron pole tip calorimeter are summarized
Angular coverage	j cos j   
Active detector Thin high gain multiwire chambers










Wire spacing  mm
Wire diameter 
 m
Readout tower pulse height
strips digital
Absorber between layers  mm iron
Gap in iron  mm
Dimensions radius    m
length  m









Trigger  analogue signals from groups of  towers
Table 
# The summary of properties of the hadron pole tip calorimeter
 	 Muon Chamber System
The muon chamber system is installed at the most outside of the OPAL detector to identify
muons penetrating through the hadron calorimeter systems This absorber is  m thick iron
corresponding to over  interaction lengths for pions The absorption length in front of the
muon chamber system is shown as a function of cos  in gure  Since the probability of
pions penetrating this absorber is very small	 muons can be detected very clearly This system
covers  of  The geometrical acceptance as a function of cos  is shown in gure 
This system has a very good acceptance over all the geometrical regions
Basically	 muons are identied by the matching between the hits in the muon chamber and
the extrapolation of the track measured in the central jet chamber Details are described in

a
 Barrel Muon Chamber


Figure # The absorption length in front of the muon chamber system as a function of cos 
Figure # The geometrical acceptance for muon chamber system as a function of cos 


The barrel muon chamber is located at about 
 m from the beam pipe and at both top
and bottom of the OPAL detector This subdetector has four layers of drift chambers	 each of
which is  m wide and  mm thick These layers are staggered by typically 
 mm in the
 direction to remove the leftright ambiguity In gure 	 the layout of the barrel muon
chamber is shown
Figure # The layout of the barrel muon chamber
Each muon chamber has two sense wires The sense wire	 whose radius is 
 m	 is strung
along the z direction and is kept ground The maximum drift length is  mm By measuring
the drift time	 the position in the  direction is measured The spatial resolution in the 
direction is 
 mm On the other hand	  diamondshaped! cathode pad 
	 which is shown
in gure 	 is used to measure the z position There are two types of shapes	 one has an
iteration length of  mm and the other  mm These cycles are used to determine the
z coordinate From this conguration	 three kinds of the z coordinate	 ne z	 medium z and
coarse z	 are obtained By using the shorter cycle pad	 the ne z coordinates are measured
locally The spatial resolution in z direction from this measurement is  mm which is  of
 m The medium z coordinate are obtained by using the longer pad and its spatial resolution
is  mm And the coarse z coordinate are measured by information of the pulse heights and
the timing obtained from both ends of the wire Information obtained from medium and coarse
z measurements remove the periodic ambiguity of zcoordinate measurement obtained from
ne z measurement 
	  The ne z is used to calibrate the medium z coordinate and the
medium z coordinate is used to calibrate the coarse z coordinate
The gas in this subdetector is a mixture of ethane  and argon  and is own
by  m per one minute They are controlled by the computer system which is specially
developed for this subdetector
In table 	 the properties of the barrel muon chamber are summarized


Figure # The  diamondshaped! cathode pad in the barrel muon chamber The top gure




Angular coverage	 j cos j  for  layer




Active detector  drift chambers	  m wide	 with  wires per chamber
drift distance#  m
length# 	 	  m
Wire direction along z
Wire diameter 
 m
Number of layers 
Spacing equally spaced over  m
Area covered cylinder#  m long	 
 m radius
Resolution  position 
 mm by drift time 
 mm by cathode pads z
Resolution  direction 
 mrad
High voltage drift#  kV
drift " signal# 

 kV
Gas ethane 	 argon 
Readout  FADCs per wire# both ends of a wire and  cathode pads
Trigger   sector signal any  of  layer
Table # The summary of properties for the barrel muon chamber
b
 Endcap Muon Chamber
The endcap muon chamber is located at both sides of the OPAL detector and its angular
coverage is   j cos j  
 This subdetector for each side consists of two sets of
planes	 each of which is constructed by four large square chambers   m   m  and two patch
chambers   m  
 m  The patch chambers are needed due to the existence of the beam
pipe	 magnet supplies and the cables which are connected to other subdetectors Each chamber
has two layers of limited streamer tubes The distance between two layers in one chamber is
 mm and the distance between two planes is  mm In gure 	 the layout of the endcap
muon chamber is shown
The basic limited streamer tube	 whose schematic view is shown in gure 	 is the square
tube and the inner cross section is  mm   mm One sense wire	 whose diameter is  m	
is strung in the center of each tube	 so that a wire spacing is  mm The wires are strung
horizontally in one layer and vertically in the other layer By information obtained from each
layer	 the x and y coordinates can be given The cathode pads with  mm width are put on
the inner wall of the tube The gap between each pad is  mm due to the wall of the tubes
The gas which is lled in the tube is the mixture of isobutane 
 and argon 
 Since
there are two planes with two layers of the limited streamer tubes	 the ine%ciency due to the
wall of the tubes can be removed
The strips perpendicular and parallel to wires give the spatial resolution of  mm and  mm
respectively
In table 	 the properties of the endcap muon chamber are summarized


Figure # The layout of the endcap muon chamber a is a r view and b is a schematic
layout for the endcap muon chamber


Figure # The schematic view of the limited streamer tube in the endcap muon chamber




Active detector Limited streamer tubes	 with  mm   mm cells every  mm
length# 	  m
Wire direction along x and y
Wire diameter  m
Number of layers 
Spacing 	  mm
Area covered  m   m at each end
Resolution  position  mm xy by  strips
 mm yx by k strips
Resolution  direction 
 mrad




Readout pulse height from orthogonal strip  mm repeat
from both sides of  layers
Trigger    bins any  of  layer




 Luminosity Monitoring System
The luminosity monitoring system is installed to measure the absolute LEP machine luminosity	








is measured at very small angle
regions It is very important to know this value very precisely	 because this value is needed
when the cross sections of Z

decays and the Z

line shape are studied At the rst stage	
the OPAL detector has only one subdetector	 the forward detector	 as a luminosity monitor
Now	 about two million multihadronic events have been recorded using the OPAL detector
and the systematic error is a dominant error on the measurement of the Z

line shape This
systematic error includes the uncertainty of the luminosity measurement The uncertainty
of the incident position of scattered electrons and positrons by small angle Bhabha events
contributes to the systematic error on the luminosity measurement Thus	 in order to improve
the luminosity measurement	 the silicon tungsten luminosity monitor was installed during the
shutdown between  and  By this subdetector	 the Z

line shape can be measured with
the precision of 
And	 this system is used not only for the measurement of the machine luminosity but also
for the tagging or rejecting electrons from the  reaction Therefore this subdetector is very
useful also for the study of the twophoton physics
a
 Forward Detector
The forward detector is installed in both endcap regions at inner side of the endcap electro
magnetic calorimeter	 between  m and  m from the interaction point along the beam pipe
This subdetector is made of  components ie	 calorimeter and presampler	 tube chamber	
drift chamber	 ne luminosity monitor	 gamma catcher and far forward detector These com
ponents cover from  mrad to  mrad in the  direction In gure 	 the cross section
of the forward detector is shown But the silicon tungsten luminosity monitor is not drawn in
gure  And the schematic view of this subdetector is shown in gure 
a Main Calorimeter and Presampler
The calorimeter as a part of the forward detector is installed at the center of the forward
detector to measure the energy of the incident electron or positron from small angle Bhabha
scattering This calorimeter consists of 
 layers of leadscintillator sandwiches	 which cor
responds to  radiation lengths X

 In front of this calorimeter	 the presampler with 
radiation lengths X

 is installed These components are divided into  segments each The
energy resolution was investigated by using wellcontained Bhabha events The obtained energy
resolution is 
p
E  E in GeV  The cross section of Bhabha scattering for this acceptance
region is about 
 nb
a Tube Chamber
The tube chamber  is installed between the presampler and the main calorimeter The
aim of this component is the position measurement of the incident electron positron The
position resolution is investigated by using information from the drift chamber in front of the
calorimeter The measured shower position resolution is  mm
a Drift Chamber
Two layers of drift chambers  are installed in front of the calorimeter to measure the
incident position of the electron positron from small angle Bhabha scattering The wires are
strung along the radial direction And a  diamond shape! pad 
 is adopted as a cathode
pad The decision of the coordinate in the r direction is performed by the measurement of


Figure # The cross section of the forward detector NB The silicon tungsten luminosity
monitor is not drawn in this gure
Figure # The schematic view of the forward detector

the drift time For the decision of the position along a wire	 the charge division technique is
adopted The spatial resolution is studied by using the test beam and the cosmic rays The
spatial resolution in the r direction is  m and  mm in the azimuth direction is combining
information from sense wires and pads
a Fine Luminosity Monitor
The ne luminosity monitor is installed behind the rst layer of the drift chamber This
component is made of four pairs of  mm thick scintillators	 which cover  of the acceptable
azimuth region The schematic view of the ne luminosity monitor is shown in gure 
These parts are supported by a honeycomb plate The cross section of Bhabha scattering for
this acceptable region is about  nb at Z

pole
Figure # The schematic view of the ne luminosity monitor
a
 Gamma Catcher
The gamma catcher is installed in front of the calorimeter and outside of the drift chamber
This component has a ring structure and this detector is constructed by the leadscintillator
sandwich with  radiation lengths X

 This component can tag the electrons and photons
with energies greater than  GeV Therefore	 this detector can be used to tag the photon from







a Far Forward Detector
The far forward detector is installed at  m from the interaction point along the beam
pipe This component is made of leadscintillator sandwich  
 mm  
 mm  with 
radiation lengths X

 This component provides information on the energy of the electrons
positrons from very small Bhabha scattering between 
 and  mrad The eective cross
section of Bhabha events for this component is about  nb
b
 Silicon Tungsten Luminosity Monitor
The silicon tungsten luminosity monitor was installed in the period of the shutdown during
 and  to improve the measurement of the machine luminosity as described before

This subdetector is made of the calorimeter	 which has  layers of active silicon detectors
and  tungsten layers Inner  tungsten layers are put on every one radiation lengths  mm
and outer  tungsten layers are put on every two radiation lengths  mm The rst layer is
useful to measure the r coordinate for the incident electrons and photons Information on the
 coordinate is obtained by using information from latter layers
The calorimeters are installed at  cm along the beam axis from the interaction point
and cover the range of 
 to 
 mrad The ducial region is from  to 

 mrad Each
calorimeter is divided into  wedges in the  direction The layout of a wedge is shown in
gure 
 The detector wedge is a  m thick of silicon and the sensitive region is from

 cm to 
 cm in the r direction This wedge is glued to the 
 m thick ceramic
piece which is slightly larger than a silicon wedge There are four readout electronics including
the Amplex
TM
chips on this ceramic piece One wedge has  pads   segments in the r

















# The layout of a wedge for the silicon tungsten luminosity monitor
The cross section of Bhabha scatterings in the small angle region has a dependence of  
 

The systematic uncertainty of the inner layer is 
 m This means that the precision of the
luminosity measurement is expected to be 

  The Trigger System
The trigger system  of the OPAL detector is constructed so as to take data with a high
e%ciency and a high background rejection power for all event types The electron and positron
bunches collide every  sec for four bunches	 corresponding to about 
 kHz The beam
collision time can be known by using the pickup signal	 which is oered by the instrument
mounted around the beam pipe at both sides of the OPAL detector The event rate should be
reduced to the level 
 Hz	 at which the data taking can be performed without signicant
deadtime
The trigger system is needed in order to initiate the data recording This system has to
provide a good e%ciency for all physical events and reject the background events like beam
wall interaction	 beamgas interaction and cosmic ray events And this system have to be
constructed so as to provide the trigger signals redundantly This requirement allows the study
on the trigger e%ciency and keeps the high trigger e%ciency
In order to make trigger signals	 the whole solid angle covered by the OPAL detector is
divided into  overlapped bins	 which are  bins in the  direction and  bins in the 
direction	 as summarized in table  Tracks and clusters are assigned to the corresponding
bins and the signals are digitized in each bin By digitizing in this small bin the threshold
on the energy trigger can be set much lower On the other hand	 the  standalone! trigger
information like an energy sum and a number of tracks is also provided from the subdetector
trigger The trigger signals from each subdetector	 which are clustered in the  direction as
shown in table 	 are sent to the central logic system and combined there The overview of
the  matrix on the trigger system is shown in gure  Finally	 several trigger signals are
provided by combining some of them
Theta bin cos  range Phi bin  range deg
   
    
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Table # The segmentation for OPAL trigger system
The Track Trigger is provided by the vertex chamber and the jet chamber The tracks are
recognized in rz plane First	 four rings with  adjacent wires are used to make this trigger
signal One of them is constructed by the axial wires in the vertex detector and the others
are constructed by the wires in the jet chamber and the radius of these rings can be varied
The inner	 middle and outer rings in the jet chamber cover j cos j  	 j cos j   and
j cos j   respectively For each wire in each ring the value of zr is calculated	 where z is
the zcoordinate obtained from these tracking detectors and r is the radius of the wire position
For each ring	 these values are lled into a histogram with  bins In case the number of entries
in one bin is greater than the given threshold number	 the existence of a track is recognized
The track trigger is available for the region	 j cos j  
 The  barrel track! is dened as
a track contained well in the third ring	 corresponding to the region	 j cos j   This track
trigger logic provides the   signals and the  standalone signals	 which are  		 barrel































































































 bins are partially overlapping
Table # The segmentation for subdetectors	 where 

denotes the start point of the 
segment
tracks and  		 tracks in the whole region The e%ciency of this track trigger system is
about  for the track coming from the interaction region
The TimeOfFlight Trigger is provided from the timeofight counter This trigger is based
on the coincidence of the signals obtained from each end of the counter within 
 nsec from the
beam collision time A total of  counters are subdivided into  overlapped  sectors each
covering 

 The trigger signal requires that at least  sectors have signals or the multiplicity
of the timeofight counters exceeds the threshold between  and 
 The trigger e%ciency for
minimum ionizing particles is  taking into account the geometrical acceptance
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter Trigger is based on the energy sum measured by the
electromagnetic barrel andor endcap calorimeters The counters are clustered every about
 counters and  and  analogue signals are provided as overlapped  signals for the
electromagnetic barrel and each endcap calorimeter respectively And the total energy is also
provided
For the total energy trigger signal	 two kinds of thresholds are imposed One is the  high
threshold! and the other is the  low threshold!	 which are 
 GeV and  GeV for the
barrel calorimeter and  GeV and  GeV for the endcap calorimeter respectively And
for the  trigger signal	 the threshold is  GeV and  GeV for the barrel and endcap
calorimeter respectively
The Hadron Calorimeter Trigger is based on the signals obtained from  hadron calorime
ter towers These signals are clustered into  or  groups and  trigger signals are generated
These signals are arranged in  rings Two of them are the ring on the hadron endcap calorime
ter and the hadron pole tip calorimeter for one endcap region and the others are rings for the
hadron barrel calorimeter These rings are divided into two half rings vertically
Three threshold levels	 E	 E and E	 are imposed for trigger signals obtained from each


segment	 where E    GeV   E  E And the signals which exceed the lowest threshold
are converted to the   signals
The Muon Chamber Trigger is provided by the muon barrel and endcap detector separately
For the muon barrel detector	 a whole acceptable region is divided into  sectors whose
width is about 

with no segmentation along the z direction In case there are at least three
hits out of four layers in one segment	 the trigger signal is generated The trigger e%ciency is

 per track
The trigger signals from the muon endcap detector are based on information of the summed
charge between  and  adjacent strips Whole acceptable region is divided into  
segments In particular	 the segment along the  direction is divided into two at j cos j  
If there are at least two hits out of four strips and the track is coming from around interaction
point	 the trigger signal is provided from the muon endcap detector The trigger e%ciency is
about 
 for a single track muon
The Forward Detector Trigger is based on the energy measured by this subdetector for each
side The trigger signals are provided if the total energy sum from the presampler and the main
calorimeter is greater than 
 GeV or the energy summed over three adjacent  segments is
greater than  GeV And information from the ne luminosity monitor can be used to create
the trigger signals Combining these signals	 the trigger signals satisfying the requirements	 like
a total energy sum and a backtoback topology	 are provided at the central trigger logic
In order to study the accidental coincidence	 the signal obtained from one side is articially
delayed by four bunch crossings and coincided with that from the other side The events
triggered by this signal provide information on the background due to omomentum particles
and the background contribution to the real data can be estimated The trigger signals obtained
from only one side of this subdetector as described above are provided so as to be able to study
the  physics The trigger e%ciency provided by this subdetector is about 
The trigger e%ciencies for several event types are summarized in table 
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Small angle Bhabha    
Table # The summary of trigger e%ciencies for several event types
  The Pretrigger System
The electron and positron bunches cross every  sec in the case of " bunches in LEP To
improve the machine luminosity	 a number of bunches for electrons and positrons was increased
to " bunches in LEP	 so the beam collision frequency became to about  kHz The pretrigger
system	 which is almost deadtimefree	 is needed in this new experimental condition The
pretrigger system was adopted in  and the OPAL detector has a twostage trigger system
In gure 	 the overview of the twostage trigger system is illustrated

Figure # The overview of the OPAL twostage trigger system

This pretrigger system is designed so as to improve the e%ciency and acceptance for all
the event types	 and this system should be operational even for a single track event But
the pretrigger rate should be kept low because the high pretrigger rate prevents progress on
the  main! trigger system The pretrigger signals are provided from the vertex chamber	 the
jet chamber	 the timeofight counter	 both electromagnetic barrel and endcap calorimeters
and the muon endcap chamber The forward detector also provides the pretrigger signal
The hadron calorimeters and the muon barrel calorimeter do not provide the pretrigger signal
because the drift time is long The pretrigger signals	 however	 are provided in a solid angle of
nearly  The subdetectors which provide the pretrigger signals are divided into  segments
with overlapping	 each having about 

coverage in the  direction This segmentation for the
pretrigger system is summarized in table  And the overview of the  matrix on the OPAL
pretrigger system is illustrated in gure  In order to avoid generating the pretrigger signal
due to backgrounds like a synchrotron radiation	 the pretrigger signals from each subdetector
are coincided in the same  region
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Table # The segmentation for the pretrigger system	 where CV	 CJ	 TB	 EB	 EE and
ME mean the vertex chamber	 the jet chamber	 the timeofight counter	 the electromagnetic
barrel calorimeter	 the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter and the muon endcap detector
The trigger system of each subdetector was modied in order to accommodate to the pre
trigger signals The upgrades of the muon endcap detector and the timeofight counter are
very straightforward because the signals obtained from these subdetectors are fast enough to
provide the pretrigger signals The signals from these two subdetectors are reassigned into  
bins The other subdetectors ie	 the vertex detector	 the jet chamber and the electromagnetic
calorimeters	 were modied as described below
The pretrigger signal from the vertex chamber is based on the number of hits in a  sector
Four kinds of thresholds  	 	  or  out of   are adopted These thresholds can be
changed programably so as to be suitable for the background condition Thirtysix  sectors
are reassigned into  segments and each segment provides the pretrigger signal
The pretrigger signal from the jet chamber is based on a number of hits in the inner ring
with  adjacent wires	 whose denition is described in 	 in   sectors As an option	
the middle ring is also used The outer ring is not used because the signals are slow due to

Figure # The overview of the  matrix on the OPAL pretrigger system

its long drift time The pretrigger signal is provided if a number of hits exceeds the adjustable
threshold	 typically  out of  wires
The pretrigger signal from the electromagnetic calorimeter is based on the measured energy
summed over  adjacent lead glass blocks This energy summing is performed via two steps
First	 the analogue sum for  adjacent blocks is performed and this signal is digitized Next	
after imposing the cut for the noise suppression	 the digitized energys are summed for  and
then  adjacent lead glass blocks In the barrel region	 the pretrigger signal is provided in case
this energy sum exceeds the nominal threshold	  MeV
The pretrigger e%ciencies for several event types are summarized in table  The pre
trigger condition in this table has the following meaning
CV# Central Vertex chamber   bins
CV# Central Vertex chamber  nonadjacent  bins
CJ# Central Jet chamber   bin
TB# TimeofFlight   bin
EE# Electromagnetic Endcap calorimeter   bin in at least one side of the endcap region
EB# Electromagnetic Barrel calorimeter   bins
EB# Electromagnetic Barrel calorimeter  nonadjacent  bins
EBPHI# Electromagnetic Energy in the barrel region  MeV
ME# Muon Endcap chamber   bin in at least one side of the endcap region
Pretrigger Acceptance E%ciency 





















CJ     
TB     




ME     

CV     
EB     

EBPHI     
CVANDEB     
Table # The summary of the pretrigger e%ciency for several event types
  Data Acquisition System and Dataow
The main function of the data acquisition DAQ system  is taking and storing raw data
from the OPAL detector In gure 	 the scheme of this online system is shown The
microprocessors used in the system are of a  type 
 and they are running under
the OS operating system  through the VME bus based system  The signals collected
from each subdetector are digitized and sent to event builder VME system	 where the signals
from each subdetector are collected and merged and the events are reconstructed By checking
information at the lter	 unphysical events background processes are rejected Meaningful
events are transferred to the VME system on the ground and stored on the optical disk
The lowest layer of the OPAL online system consists of many computers which work for col
lecting data and making trigger signals at each subdetector in parallel VME system is adopted

Figure # The scheme of the OPAL online system

for these purposes and this system is called the local system crate LSC LSC component has at
least one single board computer	 the hard disk and VME module VME module is the interface
to Ethernet	 VICbus and the trigger bus Each subdetector uses the readout electronics which
are suitable for data taking	 like VME	 FASTBUS	 CAMAC and privatedesigned systems The
signals collected by each electronics described above can be read via VME module in each LSC
component These LSCs work under the OS operating system FORTRAN and C are used as
programming languages
The data collected by LSCs are sent to the event builder The event builder gathers data
and trigger signals	 merges them into a full event and transfers the merged data to the  lter!	
which is described below The event builder has a large buer memory because the data and
trigger signals from each LSC can not be sent to the event builder at the same time This
system is controlled by a single OS processor The programming is performed by the object
oriented language	 C""
The lter is made of several systems The main purpose of the lter is to reject the back
ground events such as omomentum electron collisions with a beam pipe	 cosmic ray events
and detector noises	 accepted by the trigger system in each subdetector This means that the
lter acts as a  secondlevel trigger!	 compared with  rstlevel trigger! which is the trigger signal
from each subdetector The events selected by the lter are stored in a large event buer disk
And the lter provides monitoring and the data processing capability and supports the event
display In order to perform these functions	 HP Apollo DN RISCbased workstation is
used
All LSCs	 the event builder and the lter are controlled by the central DAQ control system
This central DAQ control system is made of VAX cluster This system not only controls all DAQ
subsystems but also recovers the hardware and software troubles which occasionally happen
The events stored in the buer disk are sent to the event reconstruction system This
system converts the raw data into the physical quantities	 such as momenta and energies
These data are stored into the optical disk The advantage of the usage of optical disks is to
preserve random access to events As a bank system of data format	 ZEBRA  is adopted
as a standard format ZEBRA is developed at CERN to enable to support accessing to data




 Selection of Multihadronic Events
To extract Z

  qq events e%ciently from a lot of collected data	 the preselection of multi
hadronic events was performed The cuts for selecting them are based on the characteristics of
the multihadronic events The characteristics of Z

  qq events are
 A charged track multiplicity is large
 A number of electromagnetic clusters is large
 A summed momentum of an event along the beam axis is balanced
The characteristics  and  are the specic ones for Z
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events is not so large Then	 if the requirements  and  are imposed to the






events are rejected and most of Z

  qq events are selected Some
background events	 however	 are not rejected by these criteria The main background source
passing through the above criteria is the  collision	 socalled two photon process These
   qq events look like Z

  qq events in r plane But the momentum balance along the
beam axis is lost because momenta of two photons emitted from an electron and a positron in
the initial state are not the same	 while Z

  qq events have no large missing energy along the
beam axis And the events such as beamwall interactions and beamgas interactions also lose
the momentum balance along the beam axis Thus the background events described above can
be rejected by requiring  The selection criteria of Z

  qq decays  are described below
in detail
At rst	  good! charged tracks and  good! electromagnetic clusters were dened  Good!
charged tracks were required to have more than or equal to  spatial points in the central jet
chamber and the transverse momentum with respect to the beam axis greater than 
 GeVc
in order to guarantee a good tracking and a good dEdx measurement To remove cosmic rays
and unphysical tracks	 the momenta of tracks were required to be less than 
 GeVc In
table 	 the denitions of the  good! charged track are summarized




 GeV And the corrected energy was required to be greater than  GeV with at least
one block for the barrel region and  GeV with at least two blocks for the endcap region In
table 	 the denitions of the  good! electromagnetic clusters are summarized

Number of hits in the jet chamber  
Transverse momentum with respect to the beam axis  
 GeVc













from the xy t  
Table # The denitions for the good charged tracks
Barrel Endcap
Raw Energy  
 GeV
Corrected energy   GeV   GeV
Number of blocks    
Table # The denitions for the good electromagnetic clusters
To select multihadron events	 it was required that the silicon microvertex detector	 the
vertex chamber	 the jet chamber	 the electromagnetic calorimeter and the muon chamber were







the events were required to have more than ve good charged tracks and more than seven good
























is an energy sum for all good clusters and E
bal
is a sum of E
raw
cos  for
all good clusters	 whose angle  is dened as the angle between z axis and the electromagnetic
cluster In table 	 the selection cuts for the Z

  qq events are summarized
Number of good tracks  









Table # The summary on the cuts for the Z

  qq event selection






events in case both 	 !s decay into three
charged particles with some neutral pions Thus in order to reject 	 pair events completely	 at
least seven charged tracks were required for multihadronic events
  Monte Carlo Simulation
The Monte Carlo simulation can be divided into two parts the event generation and the detector
simulation The event generation is the part where physical events are generated according to
the theoretical calculations	 and the detector simulation is the part where the performances of






process are available such as JETSET Monte Carlo	 HERWIG Monte Carlo and EURODEC
Monte Carlo In this analysis	 the JETSET  	  is used as an event generator and the
GEANT is used to simulate the detector responses 








  qq	 where  

!
denotes that the photon is omass shell The qq pairs	 where q is u	 d	 s	 c	 b or t quark	 are
generated according to the relative coupling The angular distribution of generated qq pairs is
also taken into account
JETSET program includes the initial and nal state radiation processes due to higher order
QED and QCD These processes are very important at the high energy region because the event
topology is changed due to the photon andor gluon emissions Two techniques	 matrix element
method and parton shower method	 are used to calculate the eects due to these processes
The matrix element method is based on the calculation of the Feynman diagrams including
some higher order contributions This method has a demerit in that it is more di%cult to
calculate the matrix elements for more higher order processes Therefore	 matrix elements
for higher order processes	 for example the one loop correction	 are not calculated except for
the easy case which can be calculated explicitly For the initialstate QED radiation	 the rst
order process is included in this program and the energy of the emitted photon obeys the non
exponential distribution For the nalstate QCD radiation	 the parton shower method	 which
is described below	 is normally used
The parton shower method is based on the branching processes of e  e	 q  qg	 q  q	
g   gg and g   qq	 which depend on the energy fraction that the daughter particle has
The upper limit on a number of emitted photonsgluons are not actually put because the
matrix elements are not calculated The kinematic parameters and the helicity amplitudes are
approximately matched Therefore	 the detail information on the subjet structure and so on is
needed for this method
The fragmentation process is hardly understood yet There are three types of models on this
process the string fragmentation	 the independent fragmentation and the cluster fragmentation
This JETSET program adopts the string fragmentation	 which is simulated in the LUND
generator




annihilation process The energy is stored in this string depending on the distance between
the quark and the antiquark When they separate from each other about  fm	 which is a
typical hadron size	 the new quarkantiquark pair is created by the stored energy in this string
according to the idea on the quantum tunneling eect and this process is lasted till the stored
energy becomes less than the cuto energy By this idea	 the production ratio of each quark
along the string is u # d # s # c   #  #  # 
 		
 The generation of heavy quark pairs is not
expected in this process But the heavy quark pair production process is included in g   qq
process
This fragmentation is simulated according to the Peterson fragmentation function with a
single parameter	 
q

























is an energy of hadron and E
available
is an energy

















   for charm hadrons 

The standard model is used to estimate the partial decay widths of Z

  qq  The masses












baryons The lifetime for all bavored hadrons included in this Monte Carlo is ordinarily xed
to  psec
 	
 Several experiments report the lifetime measurements on bavored hadrons
The lifetimes for each bavored hadron are accordingly corrected in order to describe the
observed proper time distribution The corrections are based on the LEP measurements 



















    are used And the average bavored hadron lifetime h	 i  
  











 #  #  This production fraction is a value from JETSET  The Monte
Carlo data used in this analysis include no B mixing Then the mixing eect is calculated by
hand using information on the true proper time of B hadrons
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   psec 
Table # The parameters used for the Monte Carlo simulation
The generated events are passed through the detector simulation and the obtained signals
form this simulator are stored in magnetic tapes with the same format as the real data This
detector simulation is based on the program package	 GEANT
  b Quark and Charge Tagging










b decays have to be selected from many multi
hadronic decays of Z

 And the charge of b quark in B hadron has to be known Two techniques
are very popular to tag b quark jets  by tagging the leptons generated by the semileptonic
decay of b quark and  by reconstructing the secondary vertex of b decays
By the former technique	 the charge of a b quark in B hadron can be known from the charge
of the tagged lepton By semileptonic decay of B hadron	 b quark decays into a c quark and
a virtual W boson	 and the W boson subsequently decays into a lepton and a neutrino Since
a b quark 

b quark has a negative positive charge	 the nal lepton has a negative positive
charge necessarily

It is easy	 in principle	 to tag leptons which are generated by the semileptonic decays of




 compared with other
quarks	 the emitted lepton has a high momentum	 p	 and a high transverse momentum	 p
T
	
with respect to the direction of b quark In gure 	 the predicted momentum distribution
and the predicted transverse momentum distribution of leptons coming from b quark decay are
shown together with those in c quark decays	 which are the main background for this technique
If p   GeVc and p
T
  GeVc are required	 most of leptons coming from semileptonic
c decays can be rejected and the leptons generated by semileptonic decays of b quark can be
obtained with a high purity The cascade decay of b quark	 b   c   	 can not be a main
background to the b quark tagging	 but can be a serious background in the present oscillation
study If cascade decay leptons are tagged	 the sign of the tagged lepton is not the same as







Figure # The predicted momentum distribution a and the predicted transverse momen
tum distribution b of leptons in Z

  qq events A solid line and a dashed line indicate
semileptonic decays of b and c quarks	 respectively
The disadvantage of this technique is that the tagging e%ciency of the lepton is very small
The branching ratio of the semileptonic decays of b quark is small Bb     
 
  
  Furthermore	 the e%ciency that leptons generated by semileptonic decays
are tagged is approximately  if the kinematical cuts described above are imposed to both
leptons coming from b and

b decays
As described above	 the cascade decay process	 b   c   








mixing analysis In order to reduce this process in a sample of selected leptons	 the
parameter	 p
comb











 In gure 	
the scatter plots of p versus p
T
for b  	 b  c   and c   decays are shown If p
comb
 
is imposed	 most of cascade decay leptons can be rejected
In this analysis	 it is important to develop a technique to reject cascade decay leptons more
powerfully compared with the parameter p
comb
 Because the uncertainty of the contamination
of the cascade leptons in the tagged lepton sample is a main source of systematic error for this
analysis In order to reduce b   c   decays	 a novel technique has been developed for this
analysis This technique is based on the articial neural network

Figure # The scatter plot of the predicted momentum versus and the predicted transverse
momentum for a b  	 b b  c   and c c   decays

This network has six neurons with one hidden layer As input parameters	 p	 p
T
and  are
chosen	 where p is a momentum and p
T
is a transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis
for each lepton candidate The third parameter	 	 is a subjet energy around the lepton track
The denition of  is described below in more detail
At rst	 the jet including the lepton track was divided into two subjets one is the lepton
track itself and called lepton subjet and the other is the remainder of the jet and called
nonlepton subjet Next	 the particle in the nonlepton subjet was examined whether it was
closer to the lepton subjet axis or to the nonlepton subjet axis If it was closer to the lepton
subjet axis	 it was removed from the nonlepton subjet and grouped into the lepton subjet
And the jet axes were redened for both subjets This process was repeated until no further





 Finally	 the parameter  was dened as the lepton subjet energy
minus the lepton energy The distributions of  for b   	 b   c    and c    decays are
shown in gure  This parameter can distinguish b    decay from other decays and is
independent of p and p
T

Figure # The distributions of  for a b   	 b b  c   and c c   decays





cut alone and this neural network are shown The purity is dened as the ratio of
b    decays to the sum of b    decays and b   c    decays The neural network gives

higher purity than other techniques





cut squares and this neural network output cut stars are shown The top gure is for
electrons	 and the bottom gure is for muons









b decay events in dilepton
events are very high  because the fraction of the cc   dilepton decays is very small





b events can be tagged and the sign of the parent b quark can be safely estimated





The electron identication is usually performed using two parameters	 ie an ionization loss
dEdx and the energy of the electromagnetic cluster E divided by the momentum of the
track p associated with the cluster	 Ep For electron tracks	 dEdx is about  keVcm for
p   GeVc and Ep is about unity Identifying electrons using these parameters is very
straightforward But the disadvantage of this method is low e%ciency about 	 and it is
not useful for the overlap region of the barrel and endcap region since the energy resolution of





decays	 a new identication method with a high selection e%ciency is needed
In this analysis electrons were identied using  articial neural network!  which was
trained by the Monte Carlo samples This neural network with one hidden layer is made of
fteen neurons Twelve of them are on an input layer	 two on a hidden layer	 and one an output
layer as shown in gure 
 Input parameters are briey described as follows

 momentum of particle GeVc

 cos  of track

 dEdx measured by the jet chamber






















 absolute value of a distance between the electromagnetic cluster and the track in  direc
tion

 absolute value of a distance between the electromagnetic cluster and the track in  direc
tion

 a multiplicity of presampler hits in front of electromagnetic calorimeters
where E is the associated electromagnetic energy to the charged track	 and E
cone
is a total
energy within the cone with a half angle of  mrad E
cone












b events  with detector simulation	 the
neural network was trained
By the Monte Carlo studies	 the e%ciency of electron tagging and the probability of hadron
misidentications are obtained The  e%ciency! is dened as the probability that real electrons
are tagged in multihadronic events The  probability of hadron misidentications! is the prob
ability that hadrons like pions are misidentied as electrons These two values are correlated

Figure 
# The scheme of the network for the electron identication
The graph of the e%ciency versus the probability of hadron misidentications is shown in g
ure  If we use the  standard electron identication! based on dEdx and Ep described
before	 the e%ciency and the probability of hadron misidentications are about 

 and 
respectively The star mark in gure  shows the case for the standard electron identica
tion As can be seen	 the neural network electron identication has the better e%ciency than
the standard electron identication The plot on the ehadron separation power is shown in
gure  For the output value greater than 
	 the ehadron separation power of the neural
network identication is very excellent In fact	 most of the tracks in the multihadronic events
are pions	 so the output value from the neural network was required to be more than 
 in
this analysis
In the identied electrons	 the electrons generated by the photon conversion are also con
tained	 which are removed in the following way 




















is a measured dEdx	 
measured
is an error of a measured dEdx and
dEdx
theory
is a constant value about  keVcm The angle between two tracks is very
small for the photon conversion So	 it was required that the tracks are parallel at the closest
point And the distance between the interaction point and the conversion point was required
to be greater than  cm to discard the Dalitz decays
The dierences between two tracks in the xy plane and in the  direction were dened as
x y and  respectively To avoid some miscombinations	 x y  
 cm was required

























Figure # The relation of the e%ciency and the hadron misidentication as a function of
the threshold for output value from this neural network The values on the gure show the
threshold for the output from this network The star mark shows the e%ciency and purity in
case of the usage of the standard electron identication
Figure # The ehadron separation power as a function of the threshold for the neural network
electron identication The solid histogram is for electrons and the dashed histogram is for




x  y and 

 are the values where  of the conversions are contained in
xy plane and in the  direction	 respectively In case the conversion radius is greater than
 cm	 only xy information was used for this dimensionless parameter because of the poor





coming from a photon conversion
  Muon Identication
Muon identication is based on the penetration of a track through the hadron calorimeter which
has a large material as an absorber for all region of the solid angle  This strategy is very
straightforward because most of pions and kaons are absorbed in the hadron calorimeter in
front of the muon chamber
A charged track which was measured in the central jet chamber was extrapolated toward the
outside of the detector The muon segment associated with this extrapolated track was looked
for and the matching parameter between the track and the muon segment was investigated























where  and  are the dierence between the extrapolated track and the muon segment





are the error on each measurement
The distribution of this variable is shown in gure  for Monte Carlo muon sample This
variable was required to be less than  for muon candidates
If there were more than one extrapolated muon tracks associated with one muon segment	
the charged track with the smallest distance to the muon segment was considered as the candi
date of the muon track for this segment On the other hand	 if there were more than one muon
segments associated with one extrapolated charged track	 the segment with the smallest  was
considered as the candidate of the segment for this track
Furthermore	 the ratio of the smallest  to the second smallest  was calculated and this
candidate was considered as the muon track if this ratio was smaller than 
 This condition
reduces the probability of associating the wrong centraldetector track with a muon segment
In the endcap region	 unfortunately	 there was a space which was not covered by the muon
chamber as described in  To remove the e%ciency bias depending on cos 	 the muon
candidates were identied using the limited streamer tubes in the hadron calorimeter There
are seven layers of the limited streamer tubes described in  If there were hits along the
extrapolated charged track in the most andor second outer layers	 this track was considered
as the muon track
Some kaon tracks are contaminated in selected muon tracks In order to remove these kaon
tracks	 it was required that an ionization loss measured in the jet chamber was consistent with
the theoretical value for muon
The region of j cos j   and the regions 
	 	  or 


 in the  direction were not used for the muon identication because there are small
amounts of the material of the hadron calorimeter in this region and some pions and kaons can
pass through the hadron calorimeter
Sometimes there are many muon segments near the extrapolated charged track This is
mainly due to the leakage of the hadronic shower from the back of the hadron calorimeter	 ie	
punchthrough This track should not be recognized as the muon track In order to reject this

Figure # The distribution of the matching parameter	 	 for real muons Monte Carlo sam
ple
track	 the number of muon segments associated with one extrapolated track was required to be
less than or equal to 
Using these muon identication criteria	 the selection e%ciency of  was achieved The
main background is due to the hadron tracks faking the muon track This was estimated by
the Monte Carlo study and the background contamination was estimated to be about 
 Jet Finding
The phenomenon that many particles are emitted to the same direction in the multihadronic
events has been observed This phenomenon is known as a  jet! Quarks generated by Z

  qq
decays fragment along the emitted direction and many hadrons are produced Thus	 qq events
are observed as the events with two jets These events are called  jet event! and each jet is
called the  quark jet! When the hard gluon is emitted	 the ux of particles is separated from
the quark jet These events are observed as the events with multijets These events are called
 multijet event! and the jet whose source is the gluon is called  gluon jet! In general	 the events
of Z

  qq always contain some jets A number of jets for each multihadronic event have to
be decided to assign particles to the jet
Several algorithms to nd jets in the event have been invented  JADE jet nder!	  Durham
jet nder! and  cone jet nder!	 which was used in this analysis JADE jet nder is based on the
invariant mass for all pairs of two particles in the event The parameter	 y
ij
	 was calculated for
all pairs y
ij
















 is an energy of a particle
ij	 
ij
is the angle between two particles and E
vis
is a visible energy of the event The pair of


particles with the smallest y
ij
which is smaller than y
cut
	 which is a jet resolution parameter	
are combined into a single particle and this procedure is iterated On the other hand	 Durham
jet nder	 which is similar to JADE jet nder	 is based on the relative transverse momentum
for each pair of particles the parameter y
ij
















These jet nders are very useful But they have an weak point that low energy particles
are sometimes assigned to the jet in the opposite hemisphere Particles in the jet should be
collimated The more the energy of jet increases	 the more these particles should be collimated
In the other words	 these particles are contained within a narrow cone
So	 the cone jet nder  was used in this analysis This jet nder has two parameters R
and  R is the half angle of the cone and  is the minimum energy of the jet This jet nder
is based on looking for the groups of particles within the cone with a half angle R and with
an energy greater than the minimum energy  For the present analysis	 R  
 radian and
  
 GeVc were adopted
The strategy for this jet nder is described below
For all particles	 a cone with a half angle R was drawn in turn The cone axis was dened
as the direction of a momentum of each particle A jet axis was calculated by summing up all
momenta of particles in this cone If the cone axis is equal to the calculated jet axis	 this jet
was dened as a  protojet! If not so	 the calculated jet axis was redened as the cone axis and
this procedure was iterated until that the cone axis and the calculated jet axis become equal
The protojets whose energy is less than the cut o parameter	 	 were eliminated
At this stage	 some particles associate with several protojets In order to remove this
ambiguity	 the following procedure was applied
The energy of the overlapping tracks for the protojet i and j	 where an energy of protojet
i is greater than that of protojet j	 was calculated and the fraction of this energy to the energy
of protojet j was estimated If this fraction is greater than 
	 these tracks in the overlapping
region were attached the protojet i If not so	 these were attached to the protojet j But	 in
case the energy for the overlapping region is less than the cut o energy	 	 these tracks were
attached to the nearest protojet
 Primary Vertex Finding
In order to measure the decay length	 the positions of a primary vertex and a secondary vertex
have to be known These vertices are expected to be the production and the decay point of




is not a  point! and has a spread This
spread is about  m in x direction and  m in y direction It is very important to
determine a primary vertex precisely because a decay length of B hadrons is very short So in
this analysis a primary vertex was determined event by event
A primary vertex was obtained by using all the good tracks and information on an average
beam position Information on an average beam position was introduced as two virtual tracks
parallel to x and ycoordinate which cross at the average beam position








	 the track with the largest 


except for two tracks to constraint an average beam position




from each residual good track was less than 	 this tting procedure was completed If
a number of tracks used to determine a primary vertex was less than three including two tracks

to constrain an average beam position	 a primary vertex nding was failed and the average
beam position was taken as the primary vertex
	 Secondary Vertex Finding
To measure the decay length of bavored hadrons	 the secondary vertex including the lepton
track was reconstructed in the r plane The reason why these vertices were not reconstructed
in three dimension is that the spatial resolution along the z direction is not so good So far	
information on the z coordinate provided by the silicon microvertex detector was not used
although this information was available
At rst	 lepton tracks were selected in a multihadronic event by requiring the lepton identi
cation criteria For the selected lepton track	 the requirement was imposed that their impact
parameter d

was less than  cm This requirement rejects the background tracks like muons










p decays And the lepton track was required that the error of d

was less than  cm
to guarantee a signicance of the track Here	 these requirements are classied as CUT The










# The summary on the cuts for the lepton tracks CUT
Next	  seed tracks! were selected in this events It was required that the seed tracks were
measured in the silicon microvertex detector andor the central vertex chamber very precisely
And they were used to reconstruct a  seed vertex!	 which was dened as the core of the secondary
vertex The lepton tracks satisfying the CUT were included in the selected seed tracks In
order to select seed tracks three cuts were imposed The rst cut is that a number of the axial
wire hits measured in the central vertex chamber is more than  The second cut is that at
least one hit measured in the silicon microvertex detector andor at least one rst hit measured
in the central vertex detector are associated with the track These cuts were required to reduce
the error on the decay length measurement The third cut is that the seed tracks should be







is greater than  to reduce the
tracks from the fragmentation process Here	 these requirements are classied as CUT The
CUT criteria are listed in table 
Number of CV axial hits 









Table # The summary on the cuts for the seed tracks CUT	 where SI and CV denote the
silicon microvertex detector and the central vertex chamber respectively
If tracks satisfying the CUT were not found in one jet	 the secondary vertex nding was not
performed in this jet If a number of tracks satisfying the CUT was less than three	 tracks with








in this jet were assigned as seed
tracks even though they did not satisfy the signicant cut Of course	 these three tracks must
have at least one hit measured in the silicon microvertex detector andor rst hits measured
in the central vertex chamber After this step	 if a number of seed tracks was less than two in
this jet	 the secondary vertex nding was given up in this jet
If a number of seed tracks was only two in the jet	 the seed vertex was reconstructed using
only these two seed tracks to keep the e%ciency on the secondary vertex nding high
If a number of seed tracks was more than two in the jet	 one seed track which was not the
lepton track was selected and the seed vertex was reconstructed from this seed track and the
lepton track And another seed track was picked up and this seed vertex was retted At this







for a selected seed track was less than three	 this seed














 This requirement was needed
to reduce the misreconstruction of the secondary vertex The track with the large probability
  of coming from the seed vertex was added to the seed vertex and the vertex was
redened including the added track This procedure was iterated till no track was found After
that	 the vertex using all tracks which were assigned to the vertex was retted
Using information on the position of the primary and secondary vertex	 the decay length
was measured Here	 the  sign! was dened for the observed decay length If the reconstructed
secondary vertex was in a forward direction along with the jet	 a sign of the decay length
was  positive! Otherwise it was  negative! This denition is illustrated in gure  The
positive decay length has information on the lifetime of longlived particles convoluted with the
resolution In contrast	 the negative decay length has information on only position resolution
around the origin
To clean up the bad secondary vertices	 the several cuts were required to the reconstructed
secondary vertex The secondary vertices formed by only two tracks might include many
backgrounds compared with the secondary vertices formed by more than two tracks Then the
cuts were imposed to the secondary vertices with only two tracks and those with more than
two tracks separately
For vertices with only two tracks	 following requirements were imposed The observed




	 was required to be less than 
to reduce the secondary vertices reconstructed accidentally	 where  is the measured error of
the secondary vertex Two dimensional error in r plane of the secondary vertex	 
L
D 	 was
required to be less than  cm to keep the spatial resolution on this vertex nder good The







j	 was required to be lager than  to improve the reliability at the
large decay length The reconstructed secondary vertices with only two tracks suer from the
accidental background very severely That the impact parameter of the lepton track is small
means that the true decay length is not so long So	 the secondary vertices with the long decay
length and the lepton track with small impact parameter were rejected The invariant mass	
M
V TX







	 was required because this vertex is due to the decay of a B hadron
Finally	 for the vertices with the negative decay length	 it was required that the negative decay





D 	 was greater than  Although
the vertices with the negative decay length are needed in order to study the resolution	 many
vertices reconstructed accidentally are included in the negative decay length region By this
cut the vertices reconstructed accidentally in the negative decay length region were rejected
In table 	 the cuts for the secondary vertex with only two tracks are summarized

Figure # Denition of a  positive! decay length a and a  negative! decay length b



























Table # The summary on the cuts for reconstructed secondary vertices associated with only
two tracks

For vertices with more than two tracks	 very similar cuts were imposed to them The
transverse decay length cut was the same as before The cut on the secondary vertex error
was loosen to less than  cm In contrast	 the invariant mass cut was tightened to be
more than  GeVc








because the probability is very small that the secondary vertices with at least three tracks are














j cut was required to be greater than  In table 	
the cuts for the reconstructed secondary vertex with more than two tracks are summarized





Secondary vertex error	 
L
D  cm


















Table # The summary on the cuts for reconstructed secondary vertices associated with more
than two tracks
To convert the observed two dimensional decay length	 L

D
	 to the three dimensional decay
length	 L
D
	 information on the jet direction was used The ight direction of B hadrons was
assumed to be along the jet axis When 
jet
is dened as the angle between the jet axis and








these procedures	 secondary vertices including a lepton track were reconstructed successfully
In gure 	 the observed decay length distribution and the distribution of the dierence
between the observed decay length and the true decay length for only b   
 
decays in the
Monte Carlo events are shown The latter distribution was tted to the Gaussian distribution
to obtain the spatial resolution around the primary vertex The spatial resolution is 
  
m neglecting longer tails on both sides
The e%ciency for this vertex nder was studied using Monte Carlo samples This e%ciency
has a dependence on the parent quarks and the decay mode In table 	 the e%ciencies for
several types of decay are listed
u
d
 s   
   
c   
   
b c      
b   
   
Table # The summary of the vertex reconstruction e%ciencies for several event types
The distribution of the multiplicity of the tracks associated with the reconstructed secondary
vertex is shown in gure  Even if the reconstructed secondary vertex is one for the neutral
B meson	 there is a sizable probability that the secondary vertex has odd associated tracks	 not
even tracks This is due to the fact that all tracks generated by the B hadron decay are not
always measured as good tracks In case the tracks are very close to other track	 for example	
there is a probability that the track is recognized as a bad track

Figure # The observed decay length distribution top and the distribution of the dierence
between the observed decay length and the true decay length bottom for only b   decays
Both are for the Monte Carlo events

Figure # The distribution of the multiplicity of the tracks associated with the reconstructed











 Lorentz Boost Estimation
In order to convert the measured decay length to the proper decay time	 the Lorentz boost
factor	 	 has to be estimated The main problem is that the missing energy carried by the
neutrino has to be estimated But it is not easy to estimate this missing energy	 because the
initial energy of B hadrons generated by Z

decay can not be given For this analysis the
excellent method to estimate the Lorentz boost factor was developed At rst	 the total energy
of the jet including the missing energy carried by the neutrino was estimated Next	 the energy
of the B hadron was estimated by subtracted the energy on the fragmentation process from the
jet energy By using this estimated B hadron energy	 the Lorentz boost factor was estimated
To estimate the jet energy including the missing energy carried by a neutrino	 dilepton events
were treated as a twobody decay of an object with the mass	 M  First	 the dilepton event
was divided into the  lepton jet! which contains the lepton track generated by the semileptonic
b quark decay and others Here	 the energy	 the momentum and the mass for each body are







  In this section	 the subscript i is dened as  ! for the





























The lepton jet and the rest of the event are emitted backtoback because the energies of





 p	 where p is the
momentum of the lepton jet By solving this equation	 the energy of the lepton jet including a
missing neutrino	 E
	



























For the mass of the lepton jet	 m
	
	 B hadron mass was used but this value is not sensitive to the
result The mass of the rest of the event	m


	 was calculated by summing up all the good tracks
and all the electromagnetic clusters not associated with the tracks in the jet  The charged






was rescaled by the factor of E
vis
 And the twice of the beam energy was used as the
centerofmass energy	 M 	 which is approximately Z

mass This method is very powerful to
estimate the jet energy including the missing energy due to the neutrino emission for not only
two jet events but also three or more than three jet events
Next	 charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters in the lepton jet were assigned to the
B hadron decay products and the fragmentation products B hadron decays into a lepton	
neutrino and a charm hadron So that	 tracks and electromagnetic clusters associated with a
charm hadron had to be identied The other tracks and electromagnetic clusters were classed
as fragmentation products
It is easy to identify charged tracks associated with a charm hadron The direction of a charm
hadron was rst estimated by the momentum sum of the tracks coming from the secondary
vertex	 except for the lepton track The direction was recalculated by summing up momenta
weighted by the probability of each associated track	 where the probability was estimated by
the opening angle between each track and the charm hadron direction roughly estimated as
above The dependence of this probability on the opening angle was determined by the Monte
Carlo study The overall probability that the track was coming from the charm decay was also
estimated by taking into account other factors for example	 whether it originated from the
primary vertex or the secondary vertex Finally	 if the overall probability exceeded 
	 the

track was assumed to come from charm hadron decay If this probability was less than 
	
this track was assigned to be the fragmentation product The others were weight according to
the probability
In contrast	 it is not easy to identify electromagnetic clusters associated with a charm
hadrons In case the opening angle between the neutral cluster and the charm hadron direction
determined as above was less than 

	 the cluster was assumed to come from the charm hadron
decay If this opening angle was greater than 

	 the cluster was assigned to the fragmentation
product The other clusters were given weight depending on their opening angles
By the tracks and electromagnetic clusters classied as fragmentation products	 the total
energy of the fragmentation	 E
frag
	 was calculated taking their weight into account The energy
of B hadron	 E
B



















































In gure 	 the scatter plot of the observed reconstructed proper time	 t	 versus the true
proper time	 t

	 is shown for Monte Carlo events The proper time measurement is very good
The points around t   away from the expected correlation are due to the misreconstruction
of the secondary vertex In gure 	 the observed proper time distribution is shown for real
and Monte Carlo data A nice agreement between the real data and the Monte Carlo data can
be seen And the e%ciency of nding the secondary vertex is shown in gure  as a function
of the true proper time for only b   
 
decays The bias depending on the true proper time






The reconstructed secondary vertices are due to direct bottom quark decays	 cascade decays	
charm quark decays and the misreconstructed decays of light quarks The cascade decay is the
main background for this analysis Because the cascade decay generates a lepton with opposite
sign of a parent b quark	 it can fake B meson mixing And for both b quark direct and cascade









 are not inuenced Although charm quarks have an observable long decay proper






mixing Many accidentally reconstructed
secondary vertices are around the primary vertex It is important to understand them in order




oscillation starts to occur already around the primary vertex
So	 the observed proper time distributions for several kinds of secondary vertex have to be
known
In order to study the observed proper time distribution	 Monte Carlo samples	 which do






mixing	 were used At rst	 events with at least one secondary

Figure # The scatter plot of the observed proper time versus the true proper time


Figure # The observed proper time distribution	 where the points with error bar are for
real data and the histogram is for Monte Carlo data
Figure # The e%ciency of the secondary vertex nding as a function of the true proper
time

vertex were selected by imposing the same cuts as real data analysis These vertices were
categorized as follows
Category  light quark pair events
Category  real leptons from charm quark decays
Category  fake leptons from charm quark decays




 real or fake negative leptons from B
s
decays







Category  real or fake positive leptons from B
d
decays
Category  real or fake positive leptons from B
s
decays







Category  real or fake leptons not coming from b decays in b

b events
where  real leptons! mean an electron a positron or a muon and  fake leptons! mean hadrons
misidentied as an electron a positron or a muon






 ss events These vertices
have no correlation between the sign of the tagged lepton and the sign of a parent quark
Category  and  are from Z

  cc decays Although these vertices have no eect on the
B mixing like category 	 they have a long lifetime which is observable So Category  and
Categories 	  have to be treated separately The sign of lepton from parent charm quark
decay correlated with the sign of the parent charm quark The c  

decays were included in





decays These decays can be divided into  direct! decays	  cascade! decays and the accidental
reconstructions for fragmentation particles and so on The last of them was categorized into
Category  Although the distributions for Category  and Category  must be very











b decays in dilepton samples For both direct and cascade decays	 vertices













decays	 which are not inuenced by the B mixing They were categorized
into Categories 	 	  for direct decays and 	 
	  for cascade decays




b decays	 if the sign of the tagged lepton charge is the same as the
sign of the parent b quark charge	 the lepton was categorized into  And if the sign of
the tagged lepton charge is dierent from the sign of the parent b quark charge	 the lepton
was categorized into  For example	 b   J decays were categorized into  for
b  J  

and  for b  J  
 
 The b          e

decays were categorized





decays were categorized into 













































where t is the measured proper time and t

is the true proper time	 the correlation of which
is provided from a Monte Carlo study The lifetime 	
i
was xed to be  psec
 	
 For real
data	 the correction factors described in table  are applied The function u
i
describes a





























On the other hand	 the function v
i



























































































































Three asymmetric Gaussians describe the spatial resolutions for the secondary vertex recon
struction The narrowest asymmetric Gaussian describes the intrinsic resolution corresponding
to vertex resolution of b decays On the other hand	 the other wider asymmetric Gaussians
are due to misreconstruction of vertex from the decay of pions and kaons in ight or hard
multiple scattering From gure 	 it can be seen that the measured proper time resolution












































are constants The fact that 

ij
is time dependent means the spatial resolution
of the vertex nder becomes worse as the observed proper time becomes longer
Many parameters which are included in above formulae were obtained by the following
method
At rst	 the vertices for b    decays from Monte Carlo analysis were divided into seven











  psec	   t

  psec	   t

 
 psec and 
  t

psec For each bin	 the
distributions of the discrepancy between the observed proper time and the true proper time	
ie	 t t

distribution	 were obtained These discrepancy distributions are shown in gure 

The time dependence of the resolution can be seen clearly These distributions were tted by

Figure 
# The distributions of the discrepancy between the observed proper time and the
true proper time for each true proper time bin Monte Carlo





were obtained After these 

	j




	 were obtained by tting the




obtained by tting the distribution in the whole region of t t


At the next step	 the observed proper time distributions were calculated for each bin of true
proper time by using the 

	j
determined above They are shown in gure  For the range
where the observed and true proper time are almost the same	 the calculated curve reproduces
well the original Monte Carlo data Of course	 a discrepancy can be seen around t   due to
misreconstruction of the secondary vertex In order to describe this discrepancy around t  	
additional asymmetric Gaussians were introduced and the fraction of the misreconstruction was
also tted at the same time
In gure 	 the observed proper time distributions with the calculated curves for each
true proper time bin are shown as nal tting results to determine the parameters The Monte
Carlo prediction and the tted curve agree very well
The observed lifetime for B
d










































































   psec  The lifetime of D
 




 Due to the dierence
of a lifetime between charm hadrons	 the observed decay length for B
d
decays becomes longer




decays since the charm decay products are included in the secondary
vertex determination
In order to remove the above lifetime bias	 the correction factor	 k
i
	 was introduced This
















































This factor was calculated for categories  form the Monte Carlo study For categories
	 the correction factors also include the eect of a cascade decay








































































































 ss decays i   and an accidental
reconstruction for cc decays i   and b

b i  	 the rst term in the function is dominant













p In order to describe these decays the second term was introduced
The tted results are shown in gure  for the proper time distributions obtained from
Monte Carlo samples with at least one reconstructed vertex in the event The Monte Carlo
prediction and the tted curve for each category agree well
Using the distribution functions the average B hadron lifetime was tted using the events
with at least one reconstructed secondary vertex to justify the parametrization The tted

Figure # The observed proper time distribution with the calculated curve for each true
proper time bin The eect of the misreconstruction to the primary vertex is not taken into
account yet Monte Carlo

Figure # The observed proper time distribution with the calculated curve for each true
proper time bin Monte Carlo

Figure # The observed and tted proper time distributions for all categories for Monte
Carlo samples

results are    psec for Monte Carlo samples and 
   psec for real data In
gure 	 the observed proper time distributions with a tted curve for both Monte Carlo
samples and real data are shown The observed distribution and the tted curve agree very
well The lifetime  psec for Monte Carlo samples is consistent with the given lifetime	
 psec The measured lifetime 
 psec for real data is consistent with the LEP average
lifetime Thus the above mentioned tting procedure are justied
Figure # The observed time distributions with the tted curve using the events with at
least one reconstructed secondary vertex for Monte Carlo samples and real data
To estimate the fraction of qq pairs on dilepton events	 qq pairs with at least one vertex





	 cc pairs N
V TX
c




















are the detection e%ciencies for leptons coming from quark decays	 
b




































































  hadrons  










are the e%ciencies of the secondary vertex nder Since the e%ciencies for the
secondary vertex nder for b    and b   c    are almost the same	 the average value
for these decay types is used Numbers of b

b pair dilepton events N
	V TX
bb




 and light qq pair dilepton events N
	V TX
ll






























































So if the e%ciency  for each avor is known	 a number of dilepton events can be calculated
Taking into account a number of single lepton events that are estimated analytically	 the fol































































































Using information from Monte Carlo samples	 the above numbers were estimated
The fractions of each category for cc and b

b dilepton samples are supposed to be the same
as ones for single lepton samples These fractions were dened as g
i
i      	 which are
normalized to be one for each avor class	 ie	
g
	





















  for b

b pairs
In table 	 the estimated numbers from Monte Carlo samples are shown
Using these parameters	 the number of dilepton events with a category i for one thrust











respectively For example	 the event with a category  for both thrust
hemispheres is considered In this case	 this event is necessarily observed as an unlikesign










  And for the event with a category  in
one thrust hemisphere and a category  in the other	 this event is necessarily observed as a
likesign lepton event	 so that 









 In table 	 the predicted events
with a category i and j 
ij
for unlikesign lepton events and 
ij















mixing should be taken into account in Categories 	 
	  and  Then
the proper time distributions for these categories have to be modied These distributions were


Primary avor Fraction of Fraction in Fraction for
inclusive lepton dilepton events each avor class





















































Table # Fraction of the qq pair events in single lepton or dilepton events and gfactors which
are the fraction in each avor class

ij
    
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Table # The expected numbers of events with the category i in one hemisphere and the

































































































































































for i  
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 
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Then a number of events with two vertices which have measured proper times t
	
in one hemi
sphere category i and t


in the other hemisphere category j can be obtained These numbers












































































unlikesign lepton events and G
	
ij















































































































































are given for unlikesign lepton events and likesign lepton events respectively















































































 is a number of likesign unlikesign lepton














Dilepton events with at least one secondary vertex were selected in the sample of about 

million multihadronic events A number of selected dilepton events is  for likesign lepton
events and  for unlikesign lepton events A number of the thrust hemisphere in which the
secondary vertex was reconstructed successfully is  for likesign lepton events and  for
unlikesign lepton events A number of events with two reconstructed vertices is 
 for the
likesign lepton events and  for the unlikesign lepton events In table 	 numbers of
dilepton events for possible combinations of tagged leptons are summarized
ee e  total total vertices
unlikesign     
likesign     
Table # The number of selected dilepton events for real data ee	 e and  mean the
combination of the tagged leptons	 where e is an electron and  is a muon




	 was extracted by tting both observed proper time dis









The cascade decay fraction and B
s
fraction were also tted simultaneously under Gaussian
constraint to reduce the total error The uncertainty of the cascade decay fraction is estimated
to be 
 of its nominal value	 which was obtained from Monte Carlo study This includes
uncertainties due to branching fraction	 modeling eect and the kinematic selection
The uncertainty on the B
s
fraction is taken to be  of its nominal value	 which was
obtained from Monte Carlo study













X to be 
 
























































































    for 
s
 





are supposed to be equal










    which is used in this analysis









This error is a tting error only The tted value of the cascade fraction was 
   of its
nominal value and the tted value of the fraction of leptons from B
s
decays was    of
its nominal value In gure 	 the proper time distributions for unlikesign lepton events and
likesign lepton events are shown together with the tted curves The observed proper time
distribution and the predicted curve agree very well
Figure # The observed proper time distribution with the tted curve in case of the optimal
value for all events top	 unlikesign lepton events center and likesign lepton events bottom
To illustrate a time dependent B
d
oscillation	 a fraction of likesign leptons as a function of












In gure 	 the obtained Rt values are plotted together with the prediction curve for the
optimal value of m
d
 The prediction and data agree very well The prediction without B
d
mixing is shown in the same gure by a dashed line
Figure # The fraction of the likesign lepton events as a function of the observed proper
time The points with error bar are for data The solid line is the prediction with the optimum












were tted simultaneously using the likelihood function
with the cascade decay fraction and the fraction of leptons from B
s
decays xed to the nominal




is shown The solid
lines indicate lnL
max
L corresponding to 	  and so on	 where L
max
is a maximum like

























are given as follows One reason is due to the light quark decays The longlived
particles are hardly generated by the light quark decays So these reconstructed secondary
vertices are due to the accidental reconstruction The sign of a tagged lepton does not correlate
to the sign of the parent quark In this case	 the probability that they are observed as a like
sign lepton event is the same as the probability that they are observed as an unlikesign lepton



















event The other reason is due to the cascade decay leptons Even if there is no B mixing	
events are observed as a likesign event in case a direct decay lepton and a cascade decay lepton
are tagged
The tting error includes the statistical error and the systematic errors due to uncertainties
on the cascade fraction and the B
s
fraction So	 the tting error should be divided into a
statistical error and a systematic error To do that	 three parameter tting was iterated by
changing the cascade decay fraction or the B
s
fraction within  from its nominal value As





and the systematic error related







Systematic errors on m
d
other than the cascade decay fraction and the production rate
of B
s
were estimated by varying corresponding parameters The summary of the systematic
errors is listed in table 



































































Table # The summary on the systematic error for the m
d
measurement
Systematic errors due to various sources were estimated as follows	
Resolution# Taking into account the uncertainty of the detector resolution	 the resolution
was varied by   To study this systematic error	 three likelihood functions with a
dierent smearing factor were prepared An estimated systematic error due to the uncertainty









Lepton misidentications# By the study of the lepton identication for electrons and muons	
the uncertainty of the lepton misidentication was estimated to be  for electrons and
 for muons An estimated systematic error was m
d
   psec
 	

Background of cc pairs# This uncertainty of cc background fraction was estimated to be
 due to the uncertainties on the branching fraction of Z

  cc and the modeling eect of








Uncertainty of a fraction of bbaryon# The uncertainty of the fraction of bbaryon production











# The decay mode of b D

is not included in the Monte Carlo sam
ples The contribution due to D

was estimated by the contamination of D

in multihadronic
events An estimated systematic error was m
d




Uncertainty of B hadron lifetimes# The uncertainties for all cases are derived on the exper

































































 In order to
estimate this error	 m
s


















These estimated errors were added in quadrature and the total systematic error was ob
























where the rst error is the statistical error and the second error is the systematic error

 Limit on  m
s
In order to set the lower limit on m
s
	 the observed proper time distributions for the unlike





was kept free under a Gaussian constraint The constraint for m
d
was
estimated by the LEP results on B oscillation But the analysis using dilepton events was not
included because this analysis has already an eect from m
s









 This error includes both statistical and systematic errors
The lower limit at 
 condence level denoted as 
 CL was obtained as the points
which satised with lnL
max
L  	 because the likelihood function is treated as a Gaussian




means the maximum value of the likelihood
function In the case of a Gaussian distribution the region outside of  is rejected at 

CL
In order to study the sensitivity for setting the lower limit on m
s
	 a tremendous amount
of sets of the Monte Carlo data samples were needed Then the simplied  Toy Monte Carlo!
was developed to generate events This Toy Monte Carlo simulates the observed proper time
distributions for each event type	 unlikesign lepton and likesign lepton events	 depending on
the measured proper time distributions from the real data analysis The fractions of the unlike





proper time distributions generated by the Toy Monte Carlo and the distributions obtained
from real data were compared In gure 	 the proper time distributions from this Toy
Monte Carlo are shown with one set of parameters The prediction from this Toy Monte Carlo
and the distribution obtained from real data analysis agree well































 One data set
contains dilepton events comparable with the real data These data sets were tted by the
likelihood function as a function of m
s
 In gure 	 the results are summarized The rst
column shows the tted m
s
distributions The second column shows the  lnL distributions	
where  lnL lnL
max
L There are about 
 of events in the region of  lnL  The
third column shows the lower limit on m
s
at 
 CL In case m
s
is lass than  psec
 	
it
might be possible to determine m
s
 But in case m
s









	 the loglikelihood value is shown as a function of m
s
for the real data The
dashed line stands for the case without taking the systematic error into account In this case	

Figure # Comparison with the proper time distribution of Toy Monte Carlo and one of real












Figure # Sensitivity on studying B
s
mixing using the Toy Monte Carlo Three parameter
are described in the text


the limit on m
s







# The loglikelihood function as a function of m
s
 The solid line is for the case of
taking into account the systematic eects and the dashed line is for the case without systematic
eects The dotted line	 lnL
max
L   shows the 
 CL
Next	 the limit on m
s
was calculated taking into account systematic uctuation on several
parameters	 ie	 lifetimes and ratios of B hadrons	 the cascade fraction and so on In this case	
the result is shown in gure 














 Comparison with results from other experiments
In gure 
 and table 
	 the m
d
measurements are summarized The result from this
analysis is consistent with the previous results from other LEP experiments For results from
ALEPH	 only  and  data were used At present	 the total error from our measurement
is the smallest
In table 
	 the results of the lower limit on m
s
are summarized The lower limit on
m
s
from this analysis is consistent with the previous result from ALEPH If a new secondary
vertex nder with lower misreconstruction probability were developed	 the lower limit from this

























" Jet charge Q
jet
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OPAL D
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# The comparison with previous m
d
measurement





ALEPH Dilepton  
 CL 
OPAL Dilepton  
 CL This analysis
Table 




































j	 the observed proper time distribution was


















 The dierence between the loglikelihood function and
its minimum is shown in gure 




j The point  lnL   is dened




j	 which is  at 
 CL
 Future Prospects
The possible lower limit on m
s
was investigated by the Toy Monte Carlo samples in case the
statistics was twice  multihadronic events MH	 four times  MH and eight times
 MH The results are shown in gure 

If there are more statistics	 the lower limit of m
s
will be increased even if the present
method is not improved The number of Z

  qq events in  data is about 
 MH So	
if this study is repeated including  data	 the observed lower limit of m
s
is expected to
be about  psec
 	
 If some new techniques	 for example	 three dimensional secondary vertex
nder	 is adopted	 this limit will be improved further

Figure 













The neutral B meson oscillations were studied using dilepton events and the mass dierence of
the B
d





















where the rst error is a statistical error and the second is a systematic error This value is
consistent with the previous OPAL measurements of m
d










lifetime to be 





	      

where the last error is due to the uncertainty of the lifetime of B
d
meson This value is consistent
with the previous ARGUS and CLEO measurements of x
d
    
The lower limit on the mass dierence of B
s












are consistent with other previous ones
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